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ABSTRACT

Baby wearable technologies are getting increasing popular,
particularly for their use in monitoring an infant’s vital
signs and early activities at home. However, little research
has been conducted to investigate baby wearable
technologies in the real-world context of use. This study
therefore conducts a two-week situated study, which
consists of contextual entry interviews, video recordings of
‘out-of-box’ experience, two-week diary studies and
contextual exit interviews, with six mothers in their homes.
The study adopted interpretative phenomenological analysis
approach to reveal participants’ diverse in-context use of
the baby wearable technology. This study presented six
individual vignettes of how each participant adopted, used
and experienced baby wearable devices to quantify their
baby in their day-to-day lives, and generated themes from
inductive analyses. The research identified that various
motivations for using data to ‘quantify a baby’ are
associated with mothers’ prior experiences and
backgrounds, while different motivations and contextual
factors have an impact on how mothers are able to quantify
their baby using the baby wearable in different ways. The
diverse use of the baby wearable can be explained by the
description of ‘lived informatics,’ where personal contexts
and situations along with technology design influenced the
baby wearable users’ experience and could cause failure to
quantify the baby. The study provided implications for
designing future baby wearable technologies, but also
identified the impacts that quantifying a baby could have on
everyday parenting practices and relationships in the family.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motherhood in General
The birth of a child brings a new chapter to a family while
the advent of parenthood inevitably brings about change
and in the lives of parents. Parenting infants is difficult for
parents in the initial stages as they can find the infant’s
behaviour unfathomable [57]. Barclay et al. [2] have
proposed that mothers in particular face both physical
tiredness and mental tiredness, while physical tiredness
includes lack of sleep, the constant demands of parenting,
and recovery from the birth, mental tiredness is associated
with constant learning and uncertainty. Despite preparatory
efforts, women in a previous study [2] also reported that
they felt mentally and physically exhausted when they
realised how much they had to give and learn in order to
care for an infant. Sethi [48] found that first-time mothers
took at least three months of full time caring for their
infants to begin to feel confident about understanding their
babies. Driven by their motivation of learning infant care,
mothers use various resources to help their parenting. Their
own experience being the main resource for developing
parenting skills as many mothers report that they learned
infant care best through their own trials and errors in daily
life [2,48]. Besides consulting books and experts [48],
nowadays mothers can use technologies to help them with
infant care. Indeed, technologies have begun to play an
important role in parenting, providing mothers with the use
of data sharing, memory-making and social connection, and
also providing a new way through which mothers can
understand the concepts of care and wellbeing [1]. Baby
monitoring devices, as a technology for parenting, have
been developed to assist parents with monitoring babies in
all sorts of ways.
1.2 Overview of Current Baby Monitoring Products

Various types of baby monitoring products exist (see Figure
1), and these offer parents different ways of monitoring
their babies. Audio monitors have a portable speaker for
parents to hear their baby from a mic-equipped base station
placed near the baby. Some audio monitors (e.g. BT Baby
Monitor [60] ) also offer a talkback function, which allows
parents to speak to their babies from another room. Video
monitors provide parents a live stream of footage and
digital sound of their babies, and through these parents can
monitor their baby on a television, a portable screen, or
their own mobile phones [37].Numerous baby monitoring
products combine audio and video functions, as well as
using sensors to detect a baby’s vital signs. For instance, the
AngelCare Baby Monitor AC1300 (see Figure 2 [61])

combines video and audio functions but also offers a
temperature display, a nursery night light and an under-themattress movement sensor mat. Parents receive an alarm if
the mat detects that the baby has stopped moving for more
than 20 seconds [62].

Figure 1. Various types of baby monitors consumer
available(left); Figure 2. AngelCare Baby Monitor(right)

Although diverse baby monitoring products have been
developed, a current trend is for such products to monitor a
baby’s wellbeing. Baby wearable technology emerged as a
new type of baby monitoring products and enables parents
to track their baby’s activities and their vital signs. Baby
wearable products are sensor-embedded, which permit
continuous monitoring and are more portable than all the
other monitoring devices. One such product is the Owlet
Baby Monitor, which is a wireless smart sock wearable
device that comes with a base station and a mobile app.
This device is worn on a baby’s foot (see Figure 3 [63]). It
monitors the baby’s heart rate and oxygen levels while he
or she sleeps, and it gives audio alerts from the base station
when either of these goes outside the regular range. The
accompanying mobile app presents baby’s health states in a
clear data visualisation, which can be understood by parents
who have limited statistical, technological or healthcare
skills and experience. This product was adopted in this
study as the baby wearable technology to be explored its
use in context.

how baby wearable technology actually be adopted, used
and experienced by mothers. For example, are there
different purposes for using baby wearable monitors that
influence its use? Are there any non-use cases where people
have the choice to use but choose not to? Does baby
wearable technology have an impact on parenting and the
family relationships? This study takes a situated approach
to investigate the use of baby wearable technology in the
context to evaluate its usability and assess its effects on
infant parenting experience.
The research aimed to uncover the real-world use of baby
wearable technology through a situated approach. The study
comprises contextual entry interviews, ‘out-of-box’
experiences, two-week experience of using a baby wearable
technology along with diary studies, and contextual exit
interviews. All six participants were video taped in their
‘out-of-box’ experiences when they were for the first time
using the baby wearable monitor after conducting
contextual entry interviews. During two-week experience of
the baby wearable technology, participants completed
diaries to record their experiences and interactions with the
device. At the end of the study, a contextual exit interview
was conducted with each participant after the researcher
going through her diaries with her.
Following, the paper presents a review of related work on
technology as an aid for motherhood in Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI), Personal Informatics, wearable
technology for health and wellbeing, ‘lived informatics’ and
health monitor use research. In Chapter 3, the
methodologies used in this study are presented. It consists
of theoretical approaches, methodological approaches
(including description of the study settings and data
collection procedures) and analysis approaches (including
data analysis procedure). Chapter 4 presents the vignettes of
six participants and Chapter 5 shows theme findings. In
Chapter 6 the researcher presents about findings as well as
proposes implications for future design and the limitations
of the study. Finally, the conclusion reflects on the study in
the final Chapter.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 HCI in Motherhood

Figure 3. Owlet Baby Monitor (right)

1.3 About the Study
The problem, however, is that baby wearable monitors are
newly developed and have entered the market only
relatively recently. Therefore, limited studies have been
conducted on the real-world use of baby wearable monitors,
so we do not know or do not have a vivid understanding of

Technology now plays an increasing important role in
motherhood. Websites such as whattoexpect.com and
mumsnet.com have become core resources for mothers.
These websites give mothers online support and advice as
well as a community in which they can share their
experiences. Mobile apps have also been developed to help
mothers learn about the various aspects of parenting, record
their daily life, track their baby’s growth and so on. Other
technologies such as baby monitoring devices are also
becoming popular parenting assistance tools. Recently,
research within HCI has begun exploring how technology
plays its role in motherhood. For example, Gibson and
Hanson found that technology helps new mothers improve
their parenting confidence, and it meets mothers’ desire to

be “more than just a mother” [20]. Some products have
been designed to solve specific issues of motherhood. For
instance, MammiBelli [28] allows women to alleviate social
isolation through sharing their experience of being pregnant
with intimate social groups. Recently, Quantified Baby
products, which monitor baby’s vital signs, have been
brought up as a new area of applying Quantified Self.
Gaunt et al. have explored the potential pitfalls of applying
Quantified Self to baby products by designing the concept
of a baby monitoring device called ‘Baby Lucent’ [18]. The
researchers believed that Quantified Baby products should
be designed to avoid “increasing parental anxiety”,
“inhibiting parental intuition”, and “increasing the distance
between parent and child”. However, limited research has
been conducted on the Quantified Baby products in the
real-world context of use.
2.2 Personal Informatics

“Quantified Self”, which refers to the practices of selftracking [8], is also called “Personal Informatics” [33].
Personal Informatics systems help people collect personally
relevant information about their lives and have been of
longstanding interest in HCI. People use Personal
Informatics systems to collect personal data and
subsequently reflect on the information that the system
analyses and presents. Li et al. proposed a stage-based
model of Personal Informatics systems consisting of five
stages: 1) at the preparation stage, people determine what
information they want to record; 2) at the collection stage,
people gather information about themselves; 3) at the
integration stage, people prepare the data for the following
reflection; 4) at the reflection stage, people explore and
interact with the data; 5) at the action stage, people take
actions based on their newfound understanding about
themselves [33]. This model describes different stages of a
Personal Informatics system process, it also points out that
different stages are inter-related [34]. For instance, the
information people gather at the collection stage influences
how they prepare and reflect on the data. There are also
barriers between stages which can cascade to later stages if
they are not addressed. Sometimes, different stages overlap.
For example, in a study of Quantified Self movement
practices, Choe et al. [9] noted that people often reflect on
data when data is captured. They consequently developed a
new model for self-monitoring via Quantified Self
technology, noting that people reflect on their information
through data capturing as well as through feedback.
Whooley et al. [59] also suggested that self-trackers learn
about their behaviour and make changes at collection stage,
integration stage and reflection stage, which explains the
overlapping of different stages.
People have different motivations at each stage. Some have
behaviour change goals and act upon their data accordingly,
some use Personal Informatics systems only for selfunderstanding. Epstein et al. acknowledged that people
have various reasons for using Personal Informatics
systems: aiming at a behaviour change goal, seeing other’s

activity, sharing activity with family and friends, receiving
rewards, or just out of curiosity [14]. While Personal
Informatics model describes different types of support
needed for Personal Informatics activities, the
transtheoretical Model of Behaviour Change (TTM) [41]
incorporates different levels of motivation for and abilities
of people to change their behaviour. Motivated by TTM, Li
et al. identified two phases of reflection: discovery and
maintenance. They have also proposed that people ask
different types of questions in both the discovery and the
maintenance phase, such as status, context, factors, and so
on [34]. Evidently, people have different purpose for and
ways of using personal information.
2.3 Wearable Technology for Health and Wellbeing

Health tracking systems are amongst the most popular
Personal Informatics tools about and are used in different
ways. For instance, numerous commercial systems have
been developed to monitor personal health information such
as weight, heart rate, steps, sleep quality, and activities [17].
There are various ways of tracking one’s information, one
of them being wearable devices. As noted, people use
wearable devices in various ways: some input their
information manually on the wearable device, such as
entering recipe details into food trackers; some use the
build-in sensors to receive real-time information on their
physical activities, like a pedometer; some use wearable
devices to monitor their vital signs, including heart rate,
temperature and so on; while others use wearable devices in
conjunction with apps installed on their phones. Different
approaches have been taken to track one’s activities and
vital signs. For example, accelerometers usually measure
movement and are built into activity trackers; pulse
oximetry is widely applied for monitoring one’s heart rate
and oxygen levels. The vast reduction in the physical size
of these components means small sensors can be embedded
into wearable devices. Nowadays, wearable health tracking
devices like a Jawbone or an Apple Watch are becoming
increasingly popular. To date, this kind of wearable health
tracking devices collects information without asking users
to actively engage with them [47], so the devices track
through sensors constantly without distracting users from
their primary task.
2.4 ‘Lived Informatics’ and Health Monitor Use Research
Approaches

As health monitoring technologies have been enmeshed
within people’s everyday lives, HCI researchers now
explore how people adopt, use and experience health
monitors. Rooksby et al. characterised the term ‘lived
informatics’ in their exploratory research on activity
trackers, meaning that people are using and reflecting on
their personal information in their day-to-day lives. The
authors reported that activity trackers can be used in various
ways: directive tracking, documentary tracking, diagnostic
tracking, collecting rewards and fetishised tracking. In
directive tracking, people use the tracker aiming at a
behaviour change goal; In documentary tracking, people

record their activities rather than change them; while
diagnostic tracking, identifies links between things, such as
finding the relationship between exercise and sleep length;
As for collecting rewards, the tracking systems are designed
with reward systems and people track themselves to achieve
reward goals; fetishised tracking is simply about people’s
interest in technology. The researchers noted that people
will pick, choose and switch trackers, and are likely to use
trackers variably - sometimes a lot but at other times just a
little. People do not logically organise their use of trackers.
They interleave between different kinds of activity trackers,
though sometimes those trackers have the same
functionality. The researchers also noted that people use
trackers not only for personal tracking but also for social
and collaborative purpose [47]. Other researchers found the
use of a self-tracking tool is based on one’s daily life [14].
They proposed with a lived informatics model of Personal
Informatics on the prior work of ‘lived informatics’,
presenting a tracker process: deciding to track, selecting
tool for tracking, tracking and acting during the collection,
integration and reflection stages, lapsing and resuming of
tracking(see Figure 4 [14]) . During the deciding stage,
people’s motivation for tracking can be a goal in mind, a
social need to share personal data, a reward target, or out of
curiosity. After selecting a tool for tracking, people reflect
on their data and may change their behaviour within the
ongoing process of data collection, integration and
reflection.

Figure 4. ‘Lived informatics’ tracker processes

Elsden et al. explored how personal data can be used in
social conversations through a speed-dating event where
single participants were asked to construct their personal
data profile and illustrate their identities using their
personal data [12]. They found that some people
constructed their data profile more creatively while others
were honest and presented accurate data. They also noticed
that personal data and the data profiles helped participants
start the conversation and illustrate their previous
encounters. Participants also used data as a conversational
strategy, such as reading data out, asking questions about

data, explaining the context of their data. Based on the topic
of ‘lived informatics’, this work identified how some
people prefer to present certain data and do so in different
ways.
Though the Personal Informatics is now a common practice
in people’s daily lives, over time people may stop using
these tools temporarily or permanently for many reasons.
Epstein et al. [14] pointed out that four categories of lapses
may occur when people use self-tracking tools: forgetting,
upkeep, skipping, and suspending Potential resuming may
occur after both short-term lapses and longer lapse. In
another study Epstein listed the prominent reasons for
people abandoning their self-tracking tools [13]: 1) Cost of
collecting and integrating: tracking tools that require too
much effort input may lead to people who find them “a
hassle” to stop tracking. 2) Cost of having or sharing the
data: people may have concerns about their privacy when
using personal tracking tools, and they may wonder
whether their personal information will be shared with
others or be sold and used by companies. 3) Discomfort
with information revealed: people can feel uncomfortable
when they review their personal information and find out
their shortcomings in behaviour or behaviour changes being
highlighted. 4) Data quality concerns: people often put
high expectations on the accuracy of the data the tools
provide, and they may abandon tracking if the data’s
accuracy does not meet their expectations. 5) Learned
enough: a motivation for using tracking tools is selfunderstanding, people also begin tracking with a goal of
action [14,33]. Once people have learned enough they may
find no reason to continue tracking, so their use of tracking
tools may stop. 6) Life circumstances change: as the
researchers mentioned in the ‘lived informatics’, people
integrate the use of tracking tools with their daily lives.
Therefore, a change in life circumstances may mean that the
tracking tools no longer support people’s tracking needs.
There are many cases where people have discontinued their
use of tracking tools, and self-tracking may not be a
beneficial experience for everyone.
Wearable technology, as a popular personal informatics
tools for health tracking, is commonly used in people’s
daily lives but it is continually developing. Research within
HCI has begun to evaluate wearable devices for health
tracking through different approaches. Venkataramani et al.
performed a diary study to explore participants’ sleep
patterns and sleep habits, and it subsequently gave
participants two different sleep tracking smart wristbands,
and then conducted interviews wherein participants
reported their experience [57]. Besides evaluating wearable
technology use through self-reported and retrospective
methods, there are some studies applying ‘in the wild’
approach into evaluation. Thomaz et al. monitored people’s
food intake by recording their daily movements through a
sensor-embedded smart watch [56]. The wearable cameras
were also used in the study as an ‘in the wild’ approach to
capture participant’s activities throughout a day, so

participants indicated when they were eating from photos
taken by the camera – hence, they did not have to send their
schedules or photos to the researchers. An ‘In the wild’
approach was also used by Consolvo et al., who conducted
a three week in-situ evaluation study of a step count
tracking mobile app [10]. Interviews and questionnaires
were used in this study, researchers also recorded
participants’ daily step counts. Both retrospective methods
and in-situ approaches were applied in these exploratory
researches of health monitoring technology use.
2.5 Summary for Literature Review

Previous designs and researches have explored the
technology use in the motherhood. Various technologies
including baby monitor products were designed to assist
mothers with parenting. Baby monitor products that track a
baby’s vital signs are a sort of health tracking technology.
Health tracking technology has become increasingly
popular as a Personal Informatics tools. HCI researchers
have looked into the use of health tracking technology and
characterised the notion of ‘lived informatics’, which
concerns how people use and reflect on personal
information in their day-to-day lives. People tend to have
different motivations for using health tracking devices and
they use them in various ways. However, baby monitor
products, a health tracking technology for babies, were
explored by limited research of its use in people’s everyday
lives. There is therefore a lack of evidence about how
wearable baby monitor products are adopted, used, and
experienced by people in the real-world contexts.
To understand the real-world use of this technology, a few
studies in this review used self-report and retrospective
methods while some studies took an in-situ approach.
Brown et al. proposed that methods such as post-hoc
interviews, diaries, logging or experience sampling would
limit the views on device use because much of the data is
not recorded at the point of use [5]. Rogers et al. noted that
laboratory studies would not capture the complexities of the
situations where the technology would be used [44]. They
suggested that studies should better explore how people
interact with technologies in their own terms. In light of the
benefits of using a situated approach, the current
exploratory research adopts such an ‘in the wild’ method,
which facilitates the understanding of day-to-day life
through investigating users’ interactions with technology
devices in situ [46]. Next, the methodologies used in this
study are discussed.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 The Theoretical Approach

The approaches and methods used for the current study are
presented in this methodology. The theoretical approach is
discussed at the beginning, followed by the methods and
finally the data analysis.
3.1.1 ‘In the Wild’

The theoretical approach adopted in this study is the ‘in the
wild’ approach. ‘In the wild’ studies are also known as in-

situ studies [45]. The Situated Action Theory proposed by
Suchman [54] noted that context is a fundamental shaper of
people’s behaviour. People will have improvisational
interactions as well as actions with the technology in
particular situations [30]. Therefore, in-situ research
investigates users’ actions in the context through momentby-moment observations [54]. Observations within the
context enables researchers to explore how individuals
come to understand and adopt technologies in their
everyday situations and for their own situated purposes [10].
Brown et al. proposed two limitations of not conducting a
situated study [5]. Firstly, when researchers apply
retrospective methods such as interviews and diary studies,
participants report their experience subjectively based on
what they think is important for the study. Researchers may
consequently collect only limited data of participants’
experience if the interview questions are not designed
thoroughly. Secondly, participants will remember and
prioritise some instances over others. Therefore, the
solution is to use wearable video cameras to capture
people’s interactions with technology devices in contexts.
However, the real-world context for baby wearable
technology is where people lives. This study is an
exploratory research of using the baby wearable technology
in a real-world context, participants were expected to use
the device for two weeks. It would be over burdensome for
participants to wear the camera on them for two weeks to
record their interactions with the baby wearable, especially
as the participants in this study are mothers who spend most
of the day taking care of their babies. In terms of privacy
considerations, it would also be invasive to take a long-term
video record of participants’ everyday life in their homes.
Also, ‘observer effects’ [43] could influence the study’s
results. A previous study [23] suggested that people who
consent to being recorded are obviously aware that the
proceedings are being recorded, which might significantly
influence what happens. Therefore, using a more flexible
situated approach would be appropriate within theses
constraints and concerns. Temir et al. [55] used a flexible
and pragmatic situated approach to investigate the use of
Personal Informatics apps for running in context. Since
running is dynamic and difficult to capture because of the
speed, they adapted video observations, contextual
interviews, and diary study to the physical constraints for a
more flexible situated approach. Considering the
advantages of the in-situ approach and the flexibility of the
situated approach, it was deemed that a flexible ‘in the wild’
approach was the most suitable method for this work to
reveal how people adopt, use and experience baby wearable
technology in a real-world context.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited through social media, ads on
classified websites and snowball sampling. The ads [64]
included a brief introduction to the study, the inclusion
criteria, a link to the Owlet baby wearable website, the

online sign-up form and information about remuneration.
The inclusion criteria required participants to live in
London, use an iPhone, have one child under 8 months of
age and be over the age of 18. Each participant was
financially compensated with a £100 Amazon voucher on
completion of the study. The study consisted of 6 female
participants between the age of 30 and 40 (mean age of 37
years). Their babies were between the age of 1 month and 6
months. Two participants are mother of two children, and
four participants are new mothers. All participants were
highly educated (Master degrees) and were full-time
employed but were currently on maternity leave.
3.2.2 Devices Used in the Study

The study used the Owlet Baby Care [65] as the baby
wearable technology to be explored its use in context. The
Owlet is only consumer available in the United States and
worth about 250 US dollars. The study used Owlet in
attempt to avoid participants having the experience of using
this product before this study. Owlet is a wireless baby
wearable sleep monitor with an embedded pulse oximeter
sensor that can detect a baby’s breathing, heart rate and
oxygen levels. It is supposed to be used when a baby is
sleeping alone in the dark. The Owlet is designed as a sock
(half-open and with a back strap) with a base station and a
companion mobile app. The company advises that the base
station is turned on only when the baby is sleeping at night.
Also, it is to be put on the nightstand if the baby sleeps in
the same room as the parents. The base station is connected
to the Owlet via Bluetooth and gives different types of
lights and sounds alerts. When the Owlet detects the baby
has abnormal vital signs, the red alarm goes off. Movement,
ambient light and distance from the base station can all
cause false alarms, which show in the form of a blue or
yellow light. The blue light goes off when Bluetooth is
disconnected (e.g. out of range, body/object blocks the
signal); the yellow alarm goes off when the sock is not
getting a good read (e.g. wrong sock size, incorrect
placement). As for the mobile app, if the Owlet can get a
baby’s readings, it shows the baby’s current heart rate and
oxygen levels and the normal range of them. Otherwise, the
app will show the reason why it is not getting readings. The
sock should be charged every day. The Owlet offers three
different sock sizes in the box, including two ‘newborn’
sock size 1 for newborns under 1 month old, one sock size
2 and one sock size 3. Sock size 1 is worn with the
electronic head against the bottom of the foot, while size 2
and size 3 are worn with this on the top of the foot. There
are no safety concerns with the Owlet; however, the
company indicates that 1% of newborns who have sensitive
skin may get red marks from wearing the ‘newborn’ size 1.
Switching the device to the other foot every four to 24
hours will alleviate the red marks.
3.2.3 Data Collection Procedure

The study provided participants with a baby wearable, the
Owlet, to use for two weeks. It assessed participants’
experiences before, during and after using the baby

wearable by capturing their activities and interactions with
the Owlet. The data collection consisted of four phases for
each participant:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Entry briefing, contextual entry interview and
demographic questionnaire.
Video recording ‘out-of-box’ experience of the Owlet.
Two-week diary study.
Going through diaries and contextual exit interview.

All four phases were conducted with participants in the
context of use - the participants’ homes.
3.2.4 Ethical Considerations

The study was approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee, under the project ID Number 8751/002. All
collected information was kept strictly confidential and all
identifying information was removed. Each participant
received both digital copies and hard copies of a participant
information sheet (see Appendix 1), which introduced the
purpose and the procedure of the study, and an informed
consent form. Participants signed the consent form before
they started this study.
3.2.5 Entry Briefing, Contextual Entry Interview and
Demographic Questionnaire

A brief introduction of this study was given in chat at the
beginning of the study. During the verbal briefing, the
researcher explained the purpose of the study, went over the
procedure for the whole study and answered participants’
questions before they signed the consent forms (see
Appendix 1). It was suggested to all participants that they
read the consent form before they signing it. The researcher
conducted contextual entry interviews only after
participants signed the consent forms.
The contextual entry interviews lasted for approximately 20
minutes each and took place in participants’ homes, usually
in their living rooms. Having the interviews within the
context of use helps researchers understand each
participant’s environment [27]. Also, the environment
provides participants with hints to help them remember the
details of their behaviour [27].The purpose of the entry
interview in this study was to understand each participant’s
daily life after they had given birth, their general
technology use, their technology use in parenting and their
understanding of the notion of baby wearable device. Since
the study was exploratory, the researcher designed semistructured questions [21] for the entry interview to allow
opportunities to probe for further information if necessary
[49] and let participants talk more freely from their own
perspectives. An interview questions script for the entry
interview can be found in Appendix 2. The questions asked
about their general experience of motherhood, experience
of using various technologies at home, changes in
technology use since delivery, experience of using
technologies in parenting, and understanding of and
expectation for the Owlet baby wearable. All interviews
were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim.

Example of questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is it like being a new mum? Have you ever used
any wearable technology? What for?
Is there any particular thing you want the technology to
help you in terms of parenting or your baby?
Have you heard or used any baby monitor products
before? How?
How do you expect to use the Owlet over the next two
weeks?

A demographic questionnaire was given to participant for
them to fill out after the entry interview. The questionnaire
was designed to elicit participant’s general demographic
information, including gender, age, education level,
employment status, baby’s gender, baby’s age, and other
children’s information if they have more than one child.
The demographics information would help the researcher to
understand participant’s background.
3.2.6 Video Recording ‘Out-of-Box’ Experience

Video recordings have been used a lot in CHI and CSCW
for a number of various analytic purposes, among which is
to document users’ interaction with and around technical
artefacts [25,26,32]. It captures more situations of usage in
detail, and it has proved valuable in highlighting aspects of
activities neglected by interviews, diaries, logging and
experience sampling [5]. Therefore, it is suggested to use
videos documenting activities at the point of use in a
situated study [5].
Users’ initial experiences with the products are called the
‘out-of-box’ experience (OOBE) [16]. Novices usage has
been a longstanding popular theme in HCI research. Ketola
conducted a study on ‘out-of-box’ experiences and looked
into OOBE from a comprehensive perspective [29]. Users
have certain expectations of a new system when using it for
the first time. During and after the ‘out-of-box’ experience,
users explore the product and turn their expectations to
perceptions. ‘Out-of-box’ experience is a dynamic process
of learning but also where researchers can understand user’s
personal contexts and what device user chooses for initial
use.
In this study, the ‘out-of-box’ experiences took place in
participants’ own homes and these were video recorded on
a portable video camera for later analyses. Each participant
was asked to unpack the Owlet box, set up the device and
use it for the first time if possible. The Owlet box consists
of a base station, a size 2 sock with electronics, two
alternative size 1 socks, one alternative size 3 sock, a
manual book, a charger and two cables. During their ‘outof-box’ experience, participants were told to think-aloud
their thoughts and feelings. After the setup, the researcher
asked participants a few questions about their overall setup
experiences, their understandings about the device, their
expectations of using the device, and further details about
their interactions with the device during the setup.

3.2.7 Two-Week Diary Study

Immediately after their ‘out-of-box’ experience, the
researcher introduced the diary study to participants. Since
it was neither practical nor appropriate to conduct video
observations on participants’ two-week experiences of the
Owlet, a diary study offered a way to record the situation in
context of every interaction with the Owlet, and it is also
ensured that participants recorded their experiences ‘in the
moment’ in case they forgot detailed aspects [6]. There are
two types of diary studies: feedback and elicitation. While a
feedback diary study requires participants to make openended entries about a particular event, an elicitation diary
study asks participants to capture media of an event, which
can be used as memory prompts in later contextual
interviews [38]. An elicitation diary is more effective for
capturing unpredictable events but lacks specificity [6].
Therefore, this study used a combination of these two types
of diary studies by asking participants to capture media and
to make diary entries.
Participants were advised to use Microsoft OneNote to
record their experiences of using the baby wearable during
their two-week experience by capturing photos and taking
notes every time they interacted with the device.
Participants were also encouraged to use any preferred
method(s) to keep their diaries, such as text entries or
photographs. The two-week diary study had no specific
daily questions but encouraged participants to record their
every interaction with the baby wearable by, for example,
taking down notes about the current situations, their actions,
their feelings, etc. The researcher discussed with each
participant about her experiences of using the baby
wearable in contextual exit interviews after two-week
experience by going through the diaries together.
3.2.8 Going Through Diaries and Contextual Exit Interviews

At the end of the study, the researcher went through the
two-week diaries with participants, and this was done in
their own homes. For those who used Microsoft OneNote to
do their diary studies, they went through their diaries on a
laptop. Screen captures and audio recordings of the
processes were taken for later analyses. For those who used
other methods to do diaries such as taking notes in calendar
app, these could not be screen captured by the researcher so
audio recordings were taken about their reflections on the
use of the baby wearable. The researcher would sometimes
ask about specific events to better understand participants’
experiences in certain situations. Going through the diaries
lasted no more than one hour for each participant.
Contextual exit interviews were conducted immediately
after going through the diaries and lasted for approximately
30 minutes. One purpose of the exit interview was to cover
more aspects of each participant’s experiences in case they
neglected some interactions or experiences with the baby
wearable and thus did not report some in their diaries. The
researcher was also interested in participants’ general
opinions on the baby wearable as well as explicit

experiences. Questions (see Appendix 3) included asking
about participants’ experiences with the baby wearable,
including the use of vital signs in the mobile app, the
awareness of the base station, the influence of the baby
wearable, and their likes and dislikes about the baby
wearable, etc.
Example of the questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How would you describe your personal overall
experience with the Owlet? How did it compare to your
expectations when you signed up for the study?
Did you find access to your child’s vital signs useful?
What did you use the vital information for? How often
did you check vitals in the Owlet app?
Did the using of the Owlet influence your sleep or your
child’s? How?
Have you found any particular functionalities or
aspects of the design you’d like to see from a baby
monitoring device but Owlet didn’t offer?

All exit interviews were audio recorded to facilitate
transcriptions.
3.3 Data Analysis
3.3.1 Interpretative phenomenological analysis

Interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) is an
particular qualitative approach developed by Smith [52].
IPA concerns individuals’ perceptions of an object or event,
and it aims to explore participants’ personal experiences in
detail[15]. IPA has three characteristic features: idiographic,
inductive, and interrogative [52]. It is strongly idiographic
as it analyses each case in detail until some degree of
closure has been achieved. It suggests researchers conduct a
cross-case analysis after individual examinations. Therefore,
IPA is only appropriate to be used for those studies with a
few participants. A common suggestion is that 6
participants form a good sample for IPA studies, though
anywhere between 3 and 15 participants is acceptable [42].
When conducting IPA, researchers should be able not only
to identify generic themes in the analysis but also to
investigate the everyday life of the participants who have
told their stories. IPA is also inductive as it applies flexible
qualitative data collection methods such as semi-structured
interviews, diaries, and focus groups, which allows
researchers to find unanticipated themes during analyses
[52]. Smith demonstrated that IPA is inductive when
conducting semi-structured interviews and personal diary
methods with women to explore their identify development
during their transition to motherhood [50]. His literature
review focused on personal identity and did not address
women’s relationships. However, his participants, without
exception, wrote a lot in their diaries about their
relationships, and it was the flexible method he used that
allowed this to happen. Regarding the present work, it is an
exploratory study of real-world baby wearable technology
use. As such, it explores how each participant used the

device, and also how her contexts and personal experiences
influenced this use. Given the advantages of IPA(e.g. focus
on individual diverse experience), this study analysed the
current data in the way recommended by Smith [51]:
approaching each case on its own terms; and bracketing the
ideas that emerged from transcripts. However, there was no
previous research suggested specific analysis approaches to
use in IPA. Elsden et al. [11] explored how people manage
and value past digital records through an in-depth interview,
and used IPA because participants had diverse experiences
of their practices. These researchers thus started the data
analysis by focusing on each participant’s particularities of
journaling and presented them as four exemplars from
participants’ accounts, then the researchers undertook
inductive coding to identify similarities and differences.
Similarly, this study also found that each participant had
diverse idiographic experiences in terms of using baby
wearables in their own terms. Consequently, it explored
each participant’s in-context use and presented the
particularities as six vignettes, followed by an inductive
coding of the data to identify generic themes. The inductive
coding process followed the thematic analysis outline guide
in Braun and Clarke’s study [4].
3.3.2 Data analysis process

The data analysis process consisted of four stages, working
to look into individuals’ use of baby wearable and
inductively analyse the data from all participants:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Transcribing the audio and video recording; going
through each participant’s dataset; gaining a sufficient
understanding of all participants’ experiences for later
coding [4].
Open coding of each participant’s entry interview,
‘out-of-box’ experience, two-week diaries and exit
interview to understand their baby wearable use in
context and to generate initial codes; Creating
participants’ vignettes as a rich description of their
diverse experiences.
Inductive coding [53] to iteratively develop the codes
and categorise them systematically. Analysing data
inductively means the themes identified are strongly
data-driven. (Patton, 1990) The data was coded
diversely and read and re-read by the researcher to
identify any themes related to the use of baby wearable
technology [4].
Reviewing and refining themes, generating definitions
of each theme, and producing the report with vivid
representative examples.

4. PRESENTATION OF USER EXPERIENCE

Firstly, six condensed vignettes are presented from
participants’ accounts (see detailed vignettes in Appendix
4). The six vignettes, which show the uniqueness of each
participant’s experience. The inductive analyses findings
will be introduced in next Chapter.

Lisa, 36, (one child: Katie, 2.5 months)

Lisa graduated from a MSc degree and works in the
communication industry. When she volunteered in this
study, she was living in a two-level flat, and Katie was
experiencing reflux. Katie slept in a cot in the same room as
Lisa and her husband. Lisa described herself as a ‘geek’
since she enjoyed looking at data. She was sceptical about
using the Owlet before giving a try in following reasons: 1)
sock’s fabric quality; 2) challenge her common sense; 3)
get too paranoid. Her negative attitude to baby monitors
was influenced by her friends’ experience of obsessed with
a video monitor. She and her partner also thought baby
monitors were unnecessary because they could hear baby in
their small flat. Lisa was impressed to see the Owlet with
nice appearance did not look like a medical device. During
two-week experience of the Owlet, Lisa only put the Owlet
on her baby at night. Lisa and her partner surmised what
caused the changing readings of Katie’s. There were several
times that Lisa forgot to put on the Owlet before Katie went
to sleep, and it was not easy for her to put it on afterwards.
Lisa once put the sock on the wrong foot while doing this in
the dark, which for the first time caused the false alarm and
this startled Katie and woke up her partner. Various types
of false alarms went off numerous times on other nights
until Lisa managed to turn off the false alarm notification in
the app. Lisa only ab-used the Owlet for once during the
daytime when she read an academic paper and tried to use
the Owlet to do experiment on her baby. However, it didn’t
work because the base station was plugged in at home. Lisa
expressed her expectation of future baby wearable that
baby’s temperature could be measured.
Kate, 39, (two children: Christine, 2.5 years; Jenny, 1 month)

Kate graduated from a MSc degree and works as a digital
producer. When she took part in the study, she was living in
a two-level house and her baby Jenny at that time had
reflux. Kate co-sleeps with Jenny while her husband sleeps
in a separate room. As a second-time mother, Kate was
“much more relaxed” with Jenny. She used to use apps to
record “everything” about her first child, but felt more
relaxed with the second. Kate used an audio baby monitor
for her first child, but found out it was not needed since her
house was small and she could hear her child. She would
like to try the Owlet for curiosity rather than for functional
purposes. During the two-week use, Kate only used the
Owlet at night although she expected it to be useful 24/7
and worn all the time. Kate stopped monitoring after the
first two nights because her body blocked the signal and
caused false alarms when she fed Jenny or co-slept with her.
Having no readings captured from the Owlet but rather only
seeing the readings in real time, Kate’s husband questioned
its use. However, Kate was interested in seeing the readings
fluctuated when she got the Owlet work. Kate found it
much more accessible to put on the Owlet on Jenny when
she was in a vest rather than a sleep suit. She noticed twice
that Jenny’s toes curled with the Owlet on while the toes on
the other foot were relaxed. Kate saw a hospital news on

TV and the hospital-use wristband in the picture reminded
her of the wristband her first child worn in the hospital last
summer and also the Owlet. Her interest in using the Owlet
soon wore off in the first week of use since there were only
two “hygiene and documentation” vitals in the app. Kate
would like to see her baby’s body temperature from the
future Owlet. Kate described the experience as “too much
of a hassle” because she kept receiving false alarms in the
middle of the night from the Owlet. She preferred to
visually check on her baby and use common sense rather
than rely on the technology.
Lora, 30, (one child: Roy, 3.5 months)

Lora has a PGCE degree and works as a teacher. When she
participated in this study, she was living in a two-level
terraced house, and Roy slept in a crib in the same room
with Lora and her husband. Roy had some problems with
feeding at the time of the study, and Lora used a
breastfeeding recording app so that she could show the
feeding records to the doctor. Lora is a light sleeper because
of fibromyalgia, she found Roy had similar sleeping pattern
and would like to use the Owlet to experiment to see
whether he was also a light sleeper: the Owlet heart rate
readings confirmed Lora’s hypothesis that he was. At the
beginning of using the Owlet, Lora used a wrong size sock
(size 2) for Roy, which caused false alarms in the middle of
the night and annoyed her husband. She got online support
and changed the sock to size 1. Lora found the app “quite
addictive” at the beginning, and she checked the readings
“every 5 minutes or so”. Roy was a wiggly baby during the
sleep, the sock kept falling off during the use. It was also
difficult for Lora to put the sock on him to get a reading.
Lora felt the Owlet made Roy uncomfortable: she noticed
Roy had marks on his foot and Roy started to wake up
frequently during the night. Lora stopped using the Owlet
on day 7 or 8, saying she was “so exhausted”. The Owlet
became a conversation topic during the use: Lora shared her
finding of Roy’s sleeping pattern with her sister; she
discussed about baby monitors with her friend; and, she
argued with her husband when he questioned why they
were participating in the study. The Owlet also changed
Lora’s thinking about parenting, and despite issues, she
believed there was room for using technology in parenting.
Lora expected the future Owlet could have a community
where parents could discuss about their experiences and
purposes of use.
Sarah, 40, (one child: Lily, 4 months)

Sarah has a postgraduate degree and works as a compliance
officer. She was living in a two-level terraced house and her
parents had come to London to help her with the new baby.
Sarah really wanted to learn Lily’s sleep pattern so that she
could prepare for when she woke up and also to have more
time for her own work and sleep. She heard about a sleep
tracking website and would like to try that as well as to use
the Owlet to set Lily’s sleep pattern. She expected the
Owlet would be an analysis tool for all day use and
provides historical records, but felt disappointed at ‘out-of-

box’ experience. Sarah preferred to use an iPad to a phone
at home and when she was out (e.g. on the tube) and she
only installed the Owlet app on her iPad. During the twoweek of use, Sarah used the Owlet at both daytime and
night time. Lily was a kicking baby and caused several false
alarms. Sarah was worried that Lily would eat the sock if
she found the sock fallen off. It was also difficult for Sarah
to put on the sock because of the sock strap design.
However, Sarah did have positive experiences with the
Owlet throughout the study. For example, Sarah found the
Owlet particularly useful one day when she monitored Lily
all day after Lily had her immunisations. Although Sarah
described the app “quite reassuring”, she still checked Lily
by putting her hand on Lily’s face to make sure she was still
breathing. Sarah used the AngelCare video monitor, which
she had been used for a while, along with the Owlet. She
compared the Owlet to the video monitor, saying the Owlet
was an extra reassurance. Her parents sometimes checked
Lily’s vitals on the iPad. She didn’t install the app for her
parents just to avoid them being too obsessive. Sarah would
consider getting an Owlet after the study because she
planned to have a second child. She wanted the Owlet to be
designed as a full on sock or a pair of tights so that it would
not be too easy to kick off. She couldn’t get baby’s sleep
pattern and still expected that the Owlet could offer a
historical record of vitals to help her with that.
Gloria, 37, (one child: Kelvin, 3.5 months)

Gloria graduated from a Master degree and works as an
occupational therapist. Gloria lives in a two-level house.
Kelvin had a surgery one month before this study, Gloria
thought it would be ideal to use the Owlet when Kelvin
came home from the hospital. When she signed up this
study, she wanted to use the Owlet to alleviate the
postpartum anxiety she was diagnosed with. Gloria said she
was not into technology. During the setup, Gloria compared
the Owlet with medical devices in the hospital, saying
before she saw the Owlet she thought it would be a “science”
monitor but happy to see it nicely packaged. During the two
weeks of use, Gloria used the Owlet in both daytime and
nighttime and found it really reassuring, although she
couldn’t always get Kelvin’s readings during the day
because he wriggled a lot. Gloria found the Owlet useful
since she could check on him on her phone during home
exercises instead of running into bedroom every ten
minutes to check on Kelvin. Gloria used the Owlet when
Kelvin got really hot but the thermometer showed the
temperature was normal. After the first week of use, Kelvin
started kicking the sock off. Gloria was concerned about
whether he was trying to eat the sock. There was one
“terrifying incident” occurred where the red alarm went off
and Kelvin’s oxygen levels reading were low. Gloria was
freaked out although she physically checked Kelvin and
Kelvin didn’t look distressed, so she dismissed it as a false
alarm. Overall, Gloria liked seeing vitals of her baby,
saying “I want to like quantify his health”. She was a bit
concerned that Owlet provided wide ranges of two vitals,

which were different from the hospital-use devices. The
Owlet did help her with her anxiety. She noticed there was
a balance between visual checking and getting help from
technology.
Helen, 38, (two children: Tom, 3.5 years; James, 6 months)

Helen graduated from a MBA degree and works as a
procurement manager. She lives in a three-level terraced
house and sleeps in a different room with her husband.
James went to sleep in the cot but co-sleeps with Helen
during the night. Helen was worried about baby’s safety
when they were co-sleeping so she signed up this study.
Helen had the experience of using AngelCare sensor mat
and BT sound monitor. She found her first child Tom had
some difficulties with breathing and stayed in hospital for 5
days when he was one month old, which was caught by the
AngelCare alarm. However, AngelCare couldn’t work
when James was co-sleeping with mom, so Helen deemed
the Owlet as an alternative for James. She was also using
the sound monitor during the study. Before she saw the
Owlet, she thought it was a device that James could
“permanently wear”. Within two weeks use of the Owlet,
Helen only used at night time. Helen was disrupted by
software glitches and also with the sock falling off
frequently. James didn’t like wearing the sock and kept
kicking it off. The Owlet only successfully worked once
throughout the night. Helen tried to wear the sock on James
under his baby-grow when weather was not hot, but the
sock still fell off. Helen didn’t use the Owlet when James
had a fever one day because she worried that the Owlet’s
false alarm would disturb James. At the last few days of
trial, Helen chose to not use the Owlet because she was “too
tired”. However, Helen did find the Owlet useful when the
Owlet provided her an extra reassurance since “you get so
much criticism for co-sleeping”. Helen didn’t tend to use
the Owlet during the daytime because she worried she
would be obsessed with checking James’s vitals. Helen
thought the Owlet was less convenient as the AngelCare
mat and planned to use AngelCare mat again after this
study. She said there would be significant difference if she
used Owlet in winter when sock was less likely to fall off.
5. FINDINGS

Through conducting IPA, themes around the ‘Quantified
Baby’ were identified. People have different motivations
for quantifying their baby and tended to collect and use data
about their baby in various ways. Although some
quantification was achieved, so did some failed
quantification and this impacted the baby wearable user
experience. It was also identified that baby wearable
technology influenced parenting. The findings have been
categorised and presented below.
5.1 Motivations to Quantify Baby

While some participants were sceptical about quantifying
their baby since they felt their common sense would be
challenged by the technology or they could become too
paranois, most participants wanted to use data from the
device to quantify their baby, and participants themselves

had expectations on the device based on prior experiences
and curiosity. They signed up for this study and wanted to
use the device for these data related reasons:

“I’m interested in products that can help baby safety for
when they’re co-sleeping, that was a motivation.” (Helen,
Exit interview)

5.1.1 Understanding Baby

Two participants had particular previous experiences that
might increase their motivation for monitoring their baby.
Helen’s first child had a breathing issue at one month and
she became aware of this because the baby monitor
(AngelCare mat) she used sounded an alarm in the middle
of the night. However, that monitor could not work with her
second baby, James, because they co-slept. Therefore, she
wanted to try Owlet as an alternative.

Of the six participants, four are first-time mothers but all of
them reported that their baby was unpredictable. Not only
new mothers but also second-time mothers in this study
used various types of resources to help them understand
their babies and learn about parenting, including NCT
classes, websites, forums, mobile apps, and radio
programmes.
“I had no previous experience of babies, I have to learn,
and my husband as well, we have to learn everything from
scratch.” (Lisa, entry interview)
Some of participants had particular questions about their
baby and wanted to use the baby wearable to find clues for
these. For example, Lora had fibromyalgia and had very
light sleep. She felt like her baby, Roy, had the same
difficulty with sleeping as Roy always woke up after 5
hours’ sleep “on the dot”. She was worried that Roy was
also a light sleeper, and she wanted to check this through
baby’s vitals.
“I’d like to see if his heart rate changes or his oxygen level
changes after 5 hours, to see if there’s any reason. Mine is
because I know I’ve got fibromyalgia, I don’t know if he is
the same or…” (Lora, ‘out-of-box’ experience)
Sarah wanted to identify her baby Lily’s sleeping pattern
through the Owlet. She believes that the vital signs come
before visible ones, saying “Often visual signs are a little
bit after, maybe she’s a bit too tired, so then you trying get
her sleep but she’s too tired so she won’t go sleep.” (Entry
interview) She mentioned several times during the entry
interview that her life has been less efficient since she had a
baby. Before she saw the Owlet, she expected that it would
offer a graph of records, as an indication of her baby’s sleep
pattern, so she could prepare things ahead and be more
efficient.
“I can express her feed before…especially at night, because
the machine will express in 20 minutes whereas she will
take 45 minutes to 50 minutes to take the same feed off me.”
(Sarah, Diary)
5.1.2 Monitoring Baby’s Safety

A cot death is the sudden death of an infant under one year
of age and this condition remains unexplained [39]. All
participants were aware of the risk of the cot death as they
learned these from NCT classes or online resources. Blair et
al. suggested that bed sharing should be avoided when
certain circumstances (e.g. drunk) make it more likely that a
parent might lie on an infant [3]. One of participants wanted
to use the Owlet for extra reassurance when she co-slept
with her baby.

“It [AngelCare mat] never worked with James, but it
worked on my first one. But I would like to see it [vitals
information], because I was very nervous about him using
the AngelCare.” (Helen, Entry interview)
Gloria’s baby had hearing surgery one month ago and was
connected to many devices in the hospital at that time. As
that allowed her to check on her child’s safety, she was
interested in using the Owlet for the same purposes
“In that case [the baby having a surgery in the hospital]
there was so much things involved, but now he is quite well,
and everything should be normal. It’s [the Owlet] an extra
peace of mind to make sure everything is fine.” (Gloria,
‘out-of-box’ experience)
5.1.3 Alleviate Mother’s Anxiety

Postpartum anxiety is common in parents, An early study
found it to be common and that “general anxiety” in
mothers was estimated between 4.7% and 33% [31]. They
may be often overwhelmed by changing roles, numerous
demands on their time, lack of sleep and so on [58]. Gloria
was diagnosed with postpartum anxiety before she signed
the study. When asked about her motivation for
volunteering in this study, Gloria said “I just thought
because I had the anxiety and I wanted to see if it kind of
changed how I, or helped me in any way.” (Gloria, Exit
interview)
5.1.4 Out of Curiosity

Epstein et al.’s study [13] found that people use Personal
Informatics tools for various reasons, including out of
curiosity. Two participants identified having the motivation
of curiosity for technology or the personal data for signing
up for the study and using the Owlet. Before Lisa saw the
Owlet, she was interested in some of her baby’s facts like
“how many minutes or hours a day she cries”.(Entry
interview) She explained it as “more just because I’m a
geek not because of her health or anything…” (Lisa, Entry
interview). Kate said she participated in this study because
she worked in advertising and was looking at different
technologies: “It would, maybe more be as an interest point
of view, rather than for functional.” (Kate, Entry interview).
5.1.5 Summary for Motivations for Quantifying Baby

In summary, the study uncovered how there is a wide
variety of individual differences in participants’ motivations

for using baby wearables to quantify their baby. Even
within a small sample set with only six participants,
different prior experiences and backgrounds contributed to
their particular motivations, which include understanding
their baby, monitoring their baby’s safety, alleviating
anxiety and out of curiosity.
5.2 Achievements in Quantification of the Baby

People have different motivations for looking at data to
quantify their baby and some people achieved the
quantification in different ways. For example, some
participants used the baby wearable for experimentation,
which relates to their motivations for signing up for this
study as well as their educational backgrounds. Participants
used the baby wearable in various ways which can be
explained by Rooksby et al.’s description of ‘lived
informatics’ [47] where devices are adopted into people’s
lives in a wide variety of ways and for different purposes.
5.2.1 Live Monitoring

The main use of the Owlet was live monitoring the child’s
vitals. All participants used the Owlet during the night
when the baby was sleeping and they checked on their
phone or tablet to see their babies’ vitals.
“This is quite addictive because I kept checking his vitals
even though they were completely normal and they were
within range.” (Lora, Diary)
Helen used the Owlet not only when her baby was in the cot
but also when they co-slept. Some participants also
monitored their babies in the daytime. For example, Gloria
checked her baby’s vitals on her phone when she was
exercising in the living room and her baby was sleeping in
the bedroom. “I didn’t want him in the same room because
he distracted me but then I always run in every 10 minutes
and check on him…When I had the Owlet on him I felt
much more secure, like I didn’t run in and check on him.”
(Gloria, Diary)
There were also some special circumstances where
participants found the Owlet particularly reassuring: Sarah
checked her baby Lily’s vitals frequently because Lily had
an immunization that day and slept a lot. “I did actually find
it particularly useful that evening because she slept a lot, to
check that she was ok and that she was still, because she
had quite a lot of naps.” (Sarah, Diary)
Gloria found the Owlet useful when her baby Kelvin got
really hot one day with a high weather temperature even
though his temperature measured normal. She checked the
Owlet app and said the normal readings were an “extra
reassurance” to her. “It was helpful to have the Owlet on
again if he wasn’t particularly well because then it was
another way of getting readings, like his heart rate and stuff,
so I guess if someone has like a minor illness it’s a good
way to keep a check.” (Gloria, Diary)

5.2.2 Diagnostic Tracking

Rooksby et al. [47] found that activity trackers could be
used for diagnostic tracking, where people tend to use the
data to find links between two things. In this study, four out
of six of the participants used the Owlet to try to find any
relationships between vitals and baby’s behaviours or
activities, such as sleep patterns. For instance, Lora
confirmed her guess that Roy (her baby) was a light sleeper
through readings on the Owlet.
“His heart rate at the beginning of his sleep was about 120
or 130. When he’s in a deeper sleep, it goes down to about
110 or down to even 100…But his heart rate is always quite
high in his sleep and so it kind of confirmed…” (Lora, Diary)
Lisa used the Owlet once when she went house hunting
with her baby Katie in the car. It was because she read an
academic paper saying a baby’s oxygen flow decreases
when they stay in a car seat for too long. She put the sock
on Katie and was trying to see her oxygen levels via the app
but failed because she forgot she needed to use home Wi-Fi
and the base station was at home.
“And so I put the sock on and we drove off and then I
thought silly me, the base is at home, it’s not going to work.”
(Lisa, Diary)
5.2.3 Documentary Tracking

Documentary tracking is an interaction with trackers where
people used them for recording information and collecting
data rather than changing their behaviours [47]. Although
the Owlet does not offer the recording function, participants
tended to check baby’s vitals in the Owlet app at different
times of the day, remember the numbers, and then compare
them. Four participants noticed that their baby’s heart rate
would decrease when the baby was in deep sleep compared
to when it had just fallen asleep. Some participants just
remembered that the baby’s heart rate was different during
day and night; others tended to find the reason. When Lisa
went through her diaries and reflected on her experience of
looking at the data, she said “I mean my husband we were
playing with it [the Owlet App], we were looking and
saying “oh look now it’s 108, oh now it’s 105…”. We were
actually wondering because the heart rate was changing so
we were wondering is it when she goes into the different
stages of sleep.” (Lisa, Diary)
5.2.4 Social Aspects of Use

The study found that participants used the baby wearable to
quantify their baby but it also noted that technology and the
recorded data became topics of conversation in the
participants’ daily lives.
Some participants shared the baby’s data with their family
members and friends. Though none of participants’ partners
installed the Owlet app, most of them were interested in the
baby’s vitals and sometimes asked about the numbersat the
beginning out of curiosity. “He did ask about it…what are
the numbers now, can you get a reading” (Gloria, Exit

interview)) Lora also talked to her sister on the phone,
sharing her findings about her baby’s light sleep.
“…and she (Lora’s sister) said, ‘oh, that confirms’, her son
was the same, our other sister’s son was the same.” (Lora,
Diary)
There was a situation where a participant did not want to
share too much detailed data with their family members.
Sarah’s parents had come to London to help her with the
baby. Her parents also checked baby’s vitals on Sarah’s
iPad. But Sarah did not install the app on the phone because
“then we would have had all the parents asking for it as
well and then they would have been constantly looking at it
at 3 o’clock in the morning running into our room going
“the Owlet, it’s not recording anything”.” (Sarah, Diary).
Some participants introduced the technology to people
around them, and all participants introduced the Owlet to
their partner at the beginning of the study. For example,
Kate showed her husband the Owlet box and she used
AngelCare mat, which they had heard of before, as an
example to introduce how the Owlet worked to him (see
Figure 5).

Figure 5. Participant’s partner checked the Owlet box

One participant introduced the baby wearable to her friend
when she was visiting her friend’s home. Lora that day
forgot to take the Owlet off her baby Roy’s foot. Her friend
asked about the Owlet, wondering whether Roy had a foot
injury. Lora explained the device to her friend and then they
started talking about baby monitors in general.
“I said, “I don’t think I would [use a sensor monitor]. I
think it’s a step too far”…And she was saying, “Yes I agree.
I think the sensor is too far”…And then I realized, oh
actually the Owlet is supposed to be like that?” (Lora,
Diary)
Some participants’ family members commented on their
use of the baby wearable. During the mothers’ use of the
baby wearable, their partners also had interactions with the
device. For example, Lisa’s husband one day put the sock
on his baby for the first time. Lisa thought her husband
could do it without her help: “I told him, you’ll just figure it
out, it’s quite self evident.” (Lisa, Diary). However, it
turned out that her husband did not tighten the sock enough
so the base station lost connection to the sock.

5.2.5 Summary for Achievements in Quantification of the
Baby

The findings of participants’ achievements in quantifying
their baby demonstrate how people use ‘lived informatics’
in their day-to-day lives in their own terms, including live
monitoring, diagnostic tracking, documentary tracking, and
for social purposes.
5.3 Failure of Quantification Impacted User Experience

Despite the various positive experiences mentioned,
contextual and situations issues obstructed all the mothers
during their use of baby wearable. Some of these issues
were so disruptive to the mothers’ everyday parenting
routines and lifestyle that they limited their use of the
device.
5.3.1 Owlet was Not Useful

Most participants reported in the exit interviews that they
did not need a baby vital monitor because they knew their
baby was healthy. They thought the device was more
suitable for a certain group of parents.
“I wasn’t worried about her health because I know she’s a
healthy baby and we’re not really monitoring for a lifethreatening condition.” (Lisa, Diary)
Also, second-time mother have gained parenting confidence
and are perhaps therefore more relaxed. “Versus my first,
maybe it’s just being a new parent, I just felt attached to
her through the whole time, whereas feel a bit more relaxed
with the second one.” (Kate, Entry interview) Kate was not
positive about using the Owlet during the two-week trial
because she thought she doesn’t need it. “I can understand
that [people use sensor monitor on unwell babies] but like
if you’re baby’s actually healthy…you know, like common
sense, you would actually visually check your baby and
your baby would never really be too far from you anyway.”
(Kate, Exit interview) Sarah said in the exit interview that
baby wearable devices would be popular for “the more
hypochondriac moms”.
5.3.2 Novelty Wore off / Goal Achieved

Epstein et al. [14] reported in their study that people have
various reasons for abandoning a tracking device, and one
of those reasons was that they have ‘learned enough’.
Though the novelty wore off was not the main reason for
them abandoning the use of the baby wearable, it was very
common among them that they checked the baby’s vitals
via the app less than at the beginning.
“I think the novelty kind of wore off quite quickly because it
was literally just oh ok, 123 beats per minute, 132, 125, just
these two things [heart rate and oxygen levels] ... then
probably after one or two nights I just kind of like readings
and “oh, ok fine” and just leave it.” (Kate, Diary)
Lora stopped using the Owlet by day seven of the two-week
trial when she found her baby doesn’t like the sock and was
always wriggly and woke up very frequently. She had
already found the link between her baby’s heart rate and
sleep pattern at that time. “It kind of did what I wanted. I

got what I wanted out of it, if that makes sense.” (Diary)
This was one of the reasons Lora explained in the diary that
she gave up continuing to use the Owlet.
5.3.3 Avoiding Technological Malfunctions

All six participants had a big issue dealing with false alarms
that went off several times throughout the study. False
alarms occurred where the base station received or didn’t
receive signal from the sock. When the alarm went off,
participants could be in a situation that they couldn’t turn
off the alarm immediately, such as breastfeeding. Epstein et
al. proposed that the ‘cost of collecting and integrating’
could make people stop using the tracking devices [14].
Every participant used negative words such as “annoying”
(Lisa, Entry interview) to describe their experience with
false alarms.
There was one participant who received a red alarm signal
from the Owlet during the study. Gloria received a red
alarm once at in the middle of the night showing her baby’s
oxygen level was low. However, she physically checked her
baby Kelvin and he looked fine. She said she was freaked
out.
“I don’t know if I should leave it off or turn it back on,
because I didn’t know whether it was going to worry me
with another false alarm or whether then turning it off was
going to make me more anxious because I’m kind of
anxious anyway.” (Gloria, Diary)

5.3.5 Personal Factors and Situational Factors

There is also the possibility that the babies don’t like
wearing the sock - five out of six participants reported that
their baby kicked off the sock during the two-week trial.
Some participants reported that their baby started kicking
the sock off around the middle of the two weeks, perhaps
because of developmental advances. “Just his development
because he rolled over.” (Gloria, Diary) Lora also found
her baby Roy felt uncomfortable with the sock on. Roy was
a light sleeper in general, but usually slept for five hours
and woke up on the dot. However, when he had the Owlet
on, he was waking up every two hours. Lora also found the
sock was too tight for Roy, saying “he came out with
marks”. But there were gaps between the sizes of the socks,
and the bigger one just didn’t fit Roy’s foot, which caused
false alarms.
Lisa also found her baby Katie was uncomfortable with the
sock and mentioned this in the diary: “That foot (without
Owlet on) was completely dry and that one (with Owlet on)
was a bit sweaty”. Another example of possible discomfort
was when Kate found her baby’s toes curled when wearing
the Owlet while the other foot’s toes were relaxed (see
Figure 6).

Furthermore, two participants experienced a crash of the
Owlet app, which stopped them from checking their baby’s
vitals. This influenced their interest in adopting the device
into their everyday parenting practices.
“I don’t think I would buy it because there are just too
many glitches at the moment.” (Helen, Exit Interview)
5.3.4 Burdensome Technology

Most participants found it a hassle to put the Owlet sock on
their baby. To wear the sock, the mother had to loosely
Velcro the bottom strap, put it on the baby’s foot, and then
velcro the heel strap. When a baby was wriggling, it was
very difficult to put the sock on in a short amount of time.
“The back strap, it velcros on but to get it really tight so it
doesn’t fall off you’ve got to get it through that little hoop,
and that, if you try to do that on a baby’s foot it’s quite
finicky especially when it’s constantly moving around.”
(Sarah, Diary)
The Owlet advises users to charge the sock every day,
which was a bit burdensome for some participants. “I found
in the App like the battery level and after one night it was
only used at 25% so I thought I don’t need to charge it so I
could have just put it on…a few days later I was reading the
literature and it said it’s good to get into the habit of
charging it everyday.” (Kate, Diary) Kate said it was
“contradictory”.

Figure 6. Baby’s foot toes curled when wearing the Owlet

Situational factors also had impact on the user experience.
Newborn care typically requires frequent night time
wakening, which affects sleeping patterns. Gay et al. found
that mothers’ night time sleep changed significantly from
pregnancy to postpartum, and mothers in the postpartum
period also had more disrupted sleep [19]. Similarly,
mothers are also occupied with many things to do with the
baby, which contributes to parenting stress. New mothers
have much to remember, which can sometimes make it
more likely that they will forget things: “You have to
remember so many things, that [another study’s material]
was not in your mind,” with Lisa mentioning another study
she participated in previously. Participants reported that
they sometimes forgot to put on the Owlet, which led to
non-use of the device for certain days. Similarly,
participants sometimes
felt too tired so they didn’t put it on correctly or just
purposely skipped using the device. When Lisa realized she

put it on the wrong foot and the alarm went off, she just
turned off the base station:
“It was in the middle of the night, I’m dealing with a full
nappy, a baby who is wide awake and wriggly, me who is in
a zombie state, half asleep so that was a bit tricky [to put on
the sock].” (Lisa, exit interview).
5.3.6 Physical Contextual Factors

Physical contextual factors also affected users’ experience.
All participants were living in homes in London when they
signed up for this study, so the users also experienced an
urban environment constraint on the size of their homes.
Except for two participants who used a video or audio
monitor at home, most participants reported that they could
always hear their baby at home. Two participants described
their home as a “small flat” (Lisa, Entry interview) or a
“small house” (Kate, Entry interview). Kate said in entry
interview that she once used an audio monitor for her first
child, saying “But we don’t really need it because it was
just like an echo.” Lisa said she was not into buying an
Owlet, saying “So I mean you just use the low-tech solution
like you keep the door open so that you can hear if the baby
has woken up.”
Another physical contextual factor was that newborns were
usually sleeping in a baby-grow or sleep bag. Apart from
the difficulty that participants had in taking the baby’s foot
out of the baby-grow to put the sock on (see Figure 7),
another issue was that if they forgot to put on the sock
before baby went to sleep, they would choose not to put it
on later since they were afraid of waking the baby up. “I
just gave up with that because his sleep was all over the
place.” (Lora, Diary)

Figure 7. Lisa put on the Owlet when baby was in a baby-grow

When the weather got hot, it would be easier for mothers to
wear the Owlet on when the baby was wearing only a vest
with their feet exposed. However, this also made it easier
for the baby to kick the sock off. Helen’s baby liked kicking
and the sock kept falling off during the two weeks. She
tried to dress her baby in a baby-grow with the Owlet under
the clothes when weather was not too hot.
In the exit interview, Helen was asked whether she thought
there would be any difference in winter. She said “Yes

absolutely. So in winter the sock’s less likely to fall off
because the baby’s wearing a full baby-grow so he won’t be
able to kick it off.”
5.3.7 Situational Changes

Although some participants used the Owlet more frequently
when their baby was feeling unwell such as when Sarah’s
child had immunisations, one participant chose not to wear
the sock on her baby when her baby had a fever. Helen said
on that day “he had a fever and he was waking up a lot,
crying, wanting a lot of comfort so I didn’t use the Owlet
that night…It was more about it [base station] going off
frequently during the night and disturbing both him and
also me, and also because I was cuddling him a lot that
night.” (Helen, Diary). To avoid malfunctions, Helen did
not use the sock.
5.3.8 Summary for the Failure of Quantification Impacted
User Experience

Various types of contextual and situation factors caused
non-use cases of the baby wearable in the real-world
context. The factors comprise of the baby wearable design,
the real-world context of having a new baby, and the
motivations for quantification.
5.4 Impact on Parenting and Lifestyle

The baby wearable was not just another piece of kit
involved in parenting, but it had an impact on the
relationship between the mother and child, and the mother
with her partner.
5.4.1 Changing Parenting Interactions

This baby wearable has had a big impact on the mothers’
interactions with their babies as the participants started to
use the Owlet app to monitor their baby. The Owlet reduced
all participants’ frequency of physical checks and increased
the frequency of using the app. Gloria reported that before
using the Owlet, every time she woke up during the night
she would physically check Kelvin, sometimes to put her
hand on his belly to check he was breathing. However, in
the exit interview she reported that “checking numbers on
the phone is a little bit easier than going and checking the
baby and I could do it from the bed rather than having to
get out of bed…”
Gloria also used to physically check on Kelvin when he was
napping in the bedroom during her exercise sessions in the
living room. When she started using the Owlet to monitor
Kelvin during this exercise, her interaction with Kelvin
changed.
“I didn’t want him in the same room because he distracted
me but then I always run in every 10 minutes and check on
him…but when I had the Owlet on him I felt much more
secure, so I didn’t run in and check on him.” (Gloria, Diary)
5.4.2 Change of Habit in Technology Use

The Owlet also changed participants’ habits around
technology use. For example, Gloria said she was not into
technology. She would not check her phone at in the middle
of the night before using the Owlet, but started checking her

phone more during the two weeks. When asked about her
normal phone use, Gloria said “I’m not really that tech, like,
I mean I use my phone but I’m not like glued to it.” (Diary)
But she reported that “I did use it pretty much every night.”
(Exit interview) Sarah used to plug her iPad in to charge
during the night but then changed to using the iPad during
the night to check her baby.
“The only time I don’t is overnight when I’m sleeping I try
not to have it [iPad]. I do have it near me but I often put it
on the charger.” (Sarah, Diary)
“Overnight I would check it [the Owlet app] if I woke up, I
might check it to see that she’s ok.” (Sarah, Exit interview)
5.4.3 Influence

The experience of using the Owlet did have an impact on
how participants think about parenting. Lora reported that
the Owlet made her realize there was room for technology
in parenting. Before the study, she believed that parents had
a sixth sense and would know if their baby was upset or she
did something wrong. “But actually you might not,” she
said in her exit interview, and she believed the technology
was very useful, “especially if the baby needed that special
care and attention.” Gloria also said she noticed a useful
balance between common sense and extra technology
assistance. She was worried about her anxiety influencing
her interaction with her baby and she said the Owlet helped
her relax.
“The biggest thing is just interacting with your child in a
healthy way, so trying to look at these things and take them
for what they are and then just being happy with your baby.”
(Gloria, Exit interview)
The baby wearable evidently had an impact on the
relationship between the mothers and their children, but it
also influenced the mothers’ relationship with their partners.
Lora’s husband argued with her about why she was taking
part in this study. Her husband’s sleep was affected by
Owlet’s false alarms and he couldn’t see the point of his
healthy baby taking part in a baby monitoring technology
use study. Lora explained to her husband that “I remember
the first couple of nights we’d brought the baby home. Both
of us took it in turns to just watch him…If I had that, maybe
I would’ve slept and not been so worried.” (Exit interview)
5.4.4 Summary for Impact on Parenting

While the complexity of individual differences and the
contextual environment influenced the use of the baby
wearable, the technology itself also had an impact on the
mothers’ life. Baby wearable offered a new way for
mothers to check their baby and it reduced their frequency
of physical checks. It changed mothers’ habit of technology
use; And it also influenced the relationship between mother
and baby, as well as between mother and partner.

5.5 Implications for Future Designs

From the situated study of the real-world use of baby
wearable technology with six participants, implications for
the design of future baby monitoring technologies arose.
5.5.1 Expectation on Future Baby Monitor Technology

The ‘barriers’ to users’ engagement with tracking devices
have been discussed in previous research [24] and these
include aesthetics and accuracy. This work identified
factors in the real-world that influenced mothers’ user
experience of the baby wearable and participants shared
their expectations for future baby monitoring technology.
Participants would like to see room temperature and their
baby’s temperature on such devices. “What I would want is
temperature because she’s three months old and I still
haven’t figured out when she’s too hot when she’s too cold,
because her hands are not a good indicator.” (Lisa, Diary).
Kate wanted to know from the monitor that when the
weather got hot, whether putting her baby in the sleeping
bag would make her child too hot.
“It’s obviously felt warm but just knowing whether I should,
because I like put her inside a sleeping bag thing, and it’s
whether maybe I just need to not put her in the sleeping
bag?” (Kate, Exit interview)
Other participants reported that they didn’t know what
exact data they expected from the device but they hoped to
see more vitals so that the novelty did not wear off as
quickly as it did. “There was only like the two things, I just
didn’t feel as though, yeah, like the novelty had worn off if
that makes sense.” (Kate, Diary) Lora expected to have a
community forum where mothers could share their use of
the technology and their motivations: “Because I find
parent forums really helpful, in general. And so if they have
that on the App as well, I think that would be quite useful.”
(Lora, Exit interview). Gloria thought the range of the vitals
in the Owlet App was too wide when she compared it with
the hospital devices she had seen before, saying “80 seems
really low for oxygen, the baby’s already in real distress”.
(Diary)
Before they got the device, all participants expected the
Owlet to be for all day use. Some participants still held this
expectation after their two-week use. Sarah said she would
like to have a monitor with a specific usage quality in the
sense that “you can keep it on them longer and throughout
the day”. She also wanted the historical recordings she
expected but the Owlet didn’t offer. As for aspects of
design, all participants reported difficulties with putting the
sock on their baby. They would like an easy-to-wear
monitor in the future. Sarah suggested a full sock or a pair
of tights with a sensor on while Lisa suggested a silicon
bracelet.
5.5.2 Aesthetics Design

The physical design of the device can massively influence
expectations. Participants had different views of the Owlet
device in accordance with its aesthetics. Some felt the nice
packaging of the device alleviated their concerns about
having a medical device. Lisa found the Owlet with “nice
finishing” during her the out-of-box experience and she
thought “It doesn’t feel like a medical device at all”. Kate
saw a hospital-use wristband on the news (see Figure 8)

their interactions with their baby by reducing their number
of physical checks at night whilst increasing their app
checking. Mothers also relied on the Owlet when they were
in different rooms from their baby during the day. Not all of
them were aware of these changes since some participants
reported in the exit interview that they still preferred to use
their common sense and visual checks rather than rely on
the Owlet readings. It was also noticeable that participants
used vitals not only for monitoring their baby but also for
diagnostic tracking and documentary tracking. Generally,
when provided with a monitoring device, participants tried
to understand their baby’s activities through technology.
It has been evident that quantifying the baby through
monitoring technology could influence the act of parenting
in different aspects. Lupton conducted a sociological
analysis on mHealth (mobile Health) technologies and
called for critical attention of “technologies bestowing
meaning and subjectivity upon their users” [36]. Therefore,
mothers’ perceptions of baby’s health states and parenting
are likely to be affected by baby monitoring technology.

Figure 8. The hospital-use wristband on TV news

and it reminded her of the Owlet, “That’s what it’s like in
hospitals.”, she said in the diary. The physical design
therefore affected the mothers’ perceptions indeed and
sometimes they regarded it as for medical use sometimes, a
concern for future designs.
6. DISCUSSION

Beyond the implications for design that this study
uncovered, key issues have arisen through this situated
study of the Owlet. Although the mothers that signed up for
this study showed motivations for quantifying their baby,
found use in the quantification and were disappointed when
the quantification was disrupted in the use of the device,
this study also found that this system was not a neutral
system. It impacted their parenting.
Pols and Willems [40] proposed that technologies are not
simply configured by users but were incorporated into users’
everyday use and conveyed meaning and subjectivity to
make users think, feel and act in various ways Lupton [35]
notes the dimensions of the Quantified Self movement and
the Quantified Self concept, where people use various
forms of data and think and act in different ways, such as
the desire for controlling both one’s unpredictable nature
and his or her generated data, and the valorising of digital
data, and so on.. Lupton [35] has discussed the
understanding of the ‘quantified self’ and proposed the
evident issues of trusting data over embodied knowledge.
She found that through their experience with tracking
technology, people tended to rely more on the data and thus
showed less trust in their own body’s perceptions. Similarly,
when mothers quantified their baby in this study, they
became more reliant on the Owlet. All participants changed

Another concern is how such technology changes
relationships in family. Previous research has proposed that
health technologies are not neutral but could impact
complex relationships [7,22]. Quantifying people’s own
children can impact the relationships in the family. As for
the relationship between mother and baby, one participant
who was diagnosed with postpartum anxiety reported that
taking part in this study helped her relax and interact with
her baby in a “healthy way”, where she is referring to
looking at vitals data, taking the numbers for what they are,
and trying to be happy with her baby.
Apart from the mother-baby relationship, other
relationships in the family were also affected: participants
introduced the device to their partner and some explained
how the device worked; partners and family members
checked the readings together with participants; partners
expressed their worries about participants becoming
obsessive with the device; participants not giving access to
the data to other family memebers; and having numerous
failures in quantifying the baby made partners question
whether using the device makes any sense. There are
similarities here to some Personal Informatics work on
other personal relationships, such as between romantic
partners [12]. Elsden et al. presented the findings of
‘metadating’ where participants speed dating conversed
with each other through data, such as reading data out loud
to the other, asking questions of data, explaining the context
surrounding their data, and giving compliments of data [12].
That study and this study on the Owlet raises questions
about how wearables and their associated data streams
might influence personal relationships in ways that might
be unexpected.
Except for the finding of personal data becoming a ‘ticket
for talk’, Elsden et al. [12] also unveiled the other possible
human relationships with and through data: the way people

construct their data profile as their identity is influenced by
their personality; people choose different types of data; and
people choose to represent their data and data surrounding
experience. These revealed relationships are a great lens to
examine the investigation of ‘Quantified baby’ and its
impact on users’ relationships with data. Though similar
relationships were not found in the use of the baby wearable,
there is a potential that vital signs might become an identity
of baby in the future. What this might mean with regards to
privacy of children or health related concerns, such as
insurance coverage, is still uncertain.
Limitations

There were some limitations to the design of this study.
Firstly, because of ethical and, in particular, privacy
considerations, the study conducted a flexible situated
approach where participants were not video recorded all the
time throughout their use of the baby wearable. The
findings still partly relied on retrospective methods (diary
study, exit interview) which might omit some detailed and
important experience about using the device in the context.
Also, the problems about participants reporting with bias
and subjectivity remains.
Secondly, the participants’ experience of baby wearable
took place over two weeks, which does not capture the
thorough ongoing experience of the long-term use of the
baby wearable and may omit some situations with baby’s
growth and devleopment. However, there were still
instances of baby changes over time identified during the
short two weeks.
Finally, the data collected in this study is particular to the
use of the Owlet Care baby wearable device in the context.
The study was conducted in London area only with selfselected highly educated participants. Therefore, these
findings may not be generalizable to other baby wearable
monitors users and contexts.

some technology malfunctions and burdensome issues were
disruptive to their day-to-day parenting routines and
lifestyle. This study proposed implications for future baby
wearable technology designs based on participants’
expectations and their understanding of the device.
Furthermore, a discussion around the impact of ‘Quantified
Baby’ movements on parenting and the relationships in the
family arose from this study. Mothers tend to rely on
‘Quantified Baby’ technology and they change their
interactions with their baby because of this. The change of
mothers’ interactions with the baby along with the role the
baby wearable plays in the family’s conversations
influenced the relationships between mothers and their
babies as well as mothers with their partners and other
family members. These findings highlight the importance of
taking a situated approach to investigate the ‘Quantified
Self’ technology use in context in future work.
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Studying the Usability of “Baby Wearables”
Information Sheet
UCL Interaction Centre
University College London,
This study has been approved by the UCL Research
Ethics Committee [Project ID number]: 8751/002

Research team:
Aisling Ann O’Kane, Nikki Newhouse, Geraint Jones, Junqing
Wang, and Kaya de Barbaro
Telephone: 020 31087153
Email: a.okane@cs.ucl.ac.uk

Dear Parent / Guardian,
We would like to invite you to take part in some exciting new research that is being carried out at
University College London. We are running a project to examine the use of “baby wearables” in everyday
life. Baby wearables are currently available consumer products that monitor an infant’s early activity and
vital signs and send this information to parents. However, there is very little information on how these
devices are actually adopted and used in people’s everyday lives. We are interested in how mothers with
young infants (eight months old or less) would use baby wearable systems. For your participation, you will
be rewarded £20 worth of Amazon vouchers for each of the five home visits, up to £100 for all five home
visits.
You should only participate in this study if you wish to; while we would encourage you to participate, we
would emphasise that not choosing to take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you decide
whether you want to take part, it is important you read the following information carefully and discuss it
with others if you wish. Please contact one of the research team if there is anything that is not clear or you
would like more information.
There are two phases to this project, the “pre-phase”, where we hope to assess your experiences prior to
the use of the “baby wearables” and the “study-phase”, where we hope to assess your experiences during
and after the use of the “baby wearables”.
Pre-phase. In the 1 week pre-phase, we will first ask you to complete a number of questionnaires that ask
you about your parenting experiences, including questions about your perceptions of your baby, your
recent feelings and moods and your sense of parental efficacy at home visit #1. We will also request your
permission to audio record an in-home interview where we will discuss your current parent practices and
general questions about parenting and technology.
Following this, we will also ask you to download two applications on your phone. The first will be used to
send you a simple survey or diary questions related to feelings and activities between 2 and 4 times a day.
These questions take only seconds to respond to and will never take more than 4 minutes a day to
complete. Additionally, you will always have the option to answer these questions or dismiss them. The
second application will use the microphone on your mobile phone to capture two-second audio “snippets”
every 5 minutes. These short segments of audio data cannot be used to reconstruct interpretable

conversations, but they will allow us to assess basic features of you and your infant’s activity. For
example, we have developed tools that can automatically detect if your infant is crying or laughing in these
segments, or when you are speaking to or playing with your infant. This will allow us to determine how
your interaction with your infant might change in response to your use of the baby wearable.
We will also give you a consumer wearable device for your infant, available for purchase. This technology
is a wearable audio recording device specially designed to be worn by infants in a custom-made pair of
coveralls with a pocket on the infants’ chest (LENA: https://www.lenafoundation.org/lena-pro/). The LENA
can record 16 hours total of audio data and has been used in many studies to capture early interactions of
infants and young children (including early language and distress) in the home environment. LENA audio
recordings are the “gold standard” in the field and will provide us with a high-quality audio recording, which
we can use to assess the quality of the more fragmented audio “snippets” being collected by your cell
phone to detect episodes of infant crying. We will instruct you how to use the LENA recorder to create a
single continuous 16-hour recording. The device will record all sounds between 6-10 feet from the baby
potentially including conversations you may be having with another person, for up to 16 hours. Although
conversations occurring near your infant may be captured by the device, the focus of our analysis will be
on the emotional tone of the vocalizations (e.g. infant crying and laughing, soothing tone). We will protect
the privacy of your recordings to the highest extent possible by law and we will never reproduce the raw
content of what you are saying or include any of the content in any public materials. We will instruct you
about how to start and stop the recording so that if at any point you want to stop the recording you can.
Additionally, at any point you decide you do not want to share the recordings that you have collected we
will delete all of your audio data so that it is not included in the study, with no penalty. We will give this
device to you during the home visit #1 and pick it up 2-4 days later at home visit #2.
Study-phase. In the 14-day “study-phase” we will provide you with two consumer sensors designed for
use with infants and small children, both available for purchase. These will be given to you at home visit
#3. The first is the same LENA device that you used in the pre-study phase, which we will give to you and
then pick up 2-4 days later at home visit #4.
The second consumer wearable being given to you at home visit #3 is a commercially available infant
“smart sock” (Owlet: http://www.owletcare.com/) that has embedded heart rate and motion detectors,
which we will use to capture physiological indices of the infant. We will provide you with instructions on the
use and care for this sensor during an in-home session where we will, observe your first use of the baby
wearable. We will request your permission to video record this part of the session. We are interested in
your first impressions of the device and we will make all effort not to record your child’s face in the video.
You can put the Owlet on the infant as little or as long as you like over the course of the day and you can
remove the device from your infant for any reason without penalty. There are no safety concerns with the
Owlet, however the company does indicate that 1% of newborns with sensitive skin may get red marks on
their foot when using the size 1 newborn socks, but this can be alleviated by switching the device to the
other foot every 4 to 24 hours. This issue does not occur with the sock sizes 2 and above, which are worn
when the infant reaches 6 weeks and older.

During the study phase, over the course of 14 days you will continue to answer daily dairy questions via
your cell phone, and record audio snippets, as detailed in the pre-phase section. You will also capture
photos/text every time that you interact with the baby wearable so these can be used to discuss your
experience with the device during the exit interview.
Intermediate home visits. These sessions, home visits #2 and #4, will be scheduled 2-4 days after your
first interview and your first baby-wearables session, in order to provide you with any additional assistance
with the smart-sock, as well as to pick up the LENA audio recording device, which we will ask you to use
to collect data for 16 hours total in both the pre-study phase and the study phase.
Exit Interview. We will be visiting your home again to have an exit interview for home visit #5, where we
will be talking about your experience using the baby wearables and your opinions of the use of this
technology. We will also be going through each of the entries that you made capturing your interactions
with the device. At this point the baby wearable will be picked up. We will help you uninstall all study
applications from your phone.
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you choose not to participate, you won't incur any
penalties or lose any benefits to which you might have been entitled. However, if you do decide to take
part, you will be given this information sheet to keep and asked to sign the consent form. Even after
agreeing to take part, you can still withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.
Confidentiality. The following procedures will be followed to keep your personal information confidential
in this study: To protect your privacy, your records will be kept under a pseudonym rather than by name.
Your records will be kept in locked files and secure data storage and only study staff will be allowed to
look at them. All of the collected information will be kept strictly confidential and all identifying information
will be removed. For instance, in our publications, you and your infant will be represented in publications
to “Participant Number X and Infant Number X”.
Data recordings. Some of the data collected during this study may include audio recordings of you and of
the people around you. You can delete any portions that you do not wish to share, including the entire
session. We will store the data on secured encrypted servers and encrypted hard drives, and only study
staff will have access to them. We will not share these recordings with anyone outside our research
group.
All data will be collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
Thank you for taking the time to read about this study.
Yours sincerely,
The “Baby Wearables” research team

‘Studying the Usability of “Baby Wearables”’
Consent Form
UCL Interaction Centre
University College London,

University College London

This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee
[Project ID number]: 8751/002
Research team:
Aisling Ann O’Kane, Nikki Newhouse, Junqing Wang, Geraint Jones and
Kaya de Barbaro
Telephone: 020 31087153
Email: a.okane@cs.ucl.ac.uk

Please tick appropriate box:
Yes, I am interested in participating in this study.
No, I do not want to participate in this study.
If Yes, please complete the following:
I have read the information sheet and the project has been explained to me orally;
I have had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study;
I have received satisfactory answers to all my questions or have been advised of an individual to
contact for answers to pertinent questions about the research and my rights as a participant;
I understand that I may withdraw myself and my child from the study at any time without giving a reason;
I consent to the processing of my personal information for the purposes of this study only and understand that it
will not be used for any other purpose;.
I consent to the collection of physiological data from my infant using the Owlet wearable and sharing
this with the research team;
I consent to collecting 16 hours of audio data from the LENA device on my infant and sharing this with the
research team in the pre-study phase and again in the study phase;
I consent to having my phone collect 2 second audio recordings that will be analysed and the
results shared with the research team;
I consent to participating in interviews which will be audio-recorded;
I understand that I will be video recorded whilst setting up the Owlet but that my child’s face will not
be recorded;
I understand that I will collect diary entries including photos and text entries when I interact with the “baby
wearable” and I consent to the use of the diary entries in the exit interview, the analysis, and in future
publications and presentations;
I understand that such information will be treated as strictly confidential and handled in accordance with the
provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998;
I have the names and telephone numbers of the research team in case I have any queries in the future.

‘Studying the Usability of “Baby Wearables”’
Consent Form
UCL Interaction Centre
University College London,

University College London

This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee
[Project ID number]: 8751/002
Research team:
Aisling Ann O’Kane, Nikki Newhouse, Junqing Wang, Geraint Jones and
Kaya de Barbaro
Telephone: 020 31087153
Email: a.okane@cs.ucl.ac.uk

Date _______/_______/_______ (DAY/MONTH/YEAR) Child’s Name:
Parent’s Name:

Signature:

Address:

Telephone number:
Email:
Thank you again for your time.

APPENDIX 2: ENTRY INTERVIEW SCRIPT
Interviewers introduce themselves to the respondent
Introduction
Thanks very much for agreeing to be interviewed. We are interested in knowing what
it’s like to be a mum, from your perspective. I’d like to know more about your daily
life since you had [baby’s name]; it shouldn’t take more than about half an hour. Your
experiences are all that matter and there are no right or wrong answers. Everything
you say will be in strict confidence and you are free to stop the interview at any point,
no questions asked. Do you have any questions before we start?
Topic guide
1. Opening narrative question
How’s motherhood?
2. Follow up with a couple of probes raised by the initial narrative response that
are relevant to our topic of technology use in parenting.
You mentioned……tell me more about that.
May I know your parenting routines?
3. General tech usage
As this study focuses on the use of technology for parenting, we want to ask you a
few questions related to general technology use as well as technology use during your
pregnancy and more recently.
To start off with, what type of iPhone do you have? When did you get it? Why did
you choose it? How much are you using your phone a day?
Other than for work, do you use a computer or tablet at home? What kind?
What do you use your [mobile phone, tablet, laptop] for at home? Is this different than
when you’re out and about? If so, how?
Have you ever used any wearable technology, such as a smart watch or Fitbit? What
did/do you use them for?
Do you use any kind of tracking apps?
What social media platforms do you use? Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram?
Have you noticed any changes in your use of these platforms since the arrival of
[baby’s name]? How so?

Have you noticed any changes in your use of technology since the arrival of [baby’s
name]? How so?
4. Technology use in parenting
As you know, we are interested in how people might use technology as part of
parenting. Now we want to ask you a few questions on technology, social media and
online resource use for parenting.
Did you use any online resources or apps during your pregnancy, such as Mumsnet,
an NCT email list, BabyCentre? Why/why not? Which ones?
Are you still using any of these resources and apps? How has your use changed since
giving birth?
Have you started using any new online resources or technologies since the arrival of
[baby’s name]? Which ones? What do you use them for?
Have you used any baby-monitoring products before? Why/why not? How? How
often do you use it? What time in a day will you use it? Tell me about that.
Are there any other technologies that you have used in the care of your child? Which
ones and why?
Do you know of any other technologies available for parenting that you haven’t used?
How did you find out about them? Are you interested in acquiring them? Why or why
not?
5. Baby wearables questions
Just a few questions on the baby wearable itself.
Had you heard about baby wearables before signing up for this study? How did you
find out about them? What do you know about them?
Based on what you know now about baby wearables after signing up for the study,
what is your opinion of them?
How do you expect to use the baby wearable over the next two weeks? What do you
think it might be useful for?
How do you see this technology fitting into your current parenting routines?
How do you see this technology fitting into your current use of technologies, for
parenting or otherwise?
Would you consider acquiring a baby wearable? Why/why not?
How do you think [baby’s name] is going to react to it?
How’s you and your baby’s sleep arrangement?

APPENDIX 3: EXIT INTERVIEW SCRIPT
Thank you for taking us through the diary entries! Is there anything you would like to
add?
We just have a few more specific questions if that is OK.
Owlet Specific Questions
So, how would you describe your personal overall experience with Owlet?
How did it compare to your expectations when you signed up for the study?
How did it compare to your expectation when you opened the box and set up
the system?
How would your partner describe their experience with the Owlet?
How did your child get on with the Owlet? Were they aware of it? (sock, base
station?)
You mentioned… Can you tell me more about that?
Did you find access to your child’s vital signs useful? What did you use the
vital information for? How often did you check vitals on Owlet app?
Did Owlet add up or reduce the frequency of you checking whether your baby
is fine? How do you feel about it? Did the Owlet change the way you checked
on your baby in any way?
Have you noticed any changes in your daily routine since you started using
Owlet? How easily did it become part of daily routine etc?
Did the use of the Owlet influence your sleep or your child’s? How?
Did the base station ever alert you? What was that like?
You mentioned… Can you tell me more about that?
Are there any advantages of using the Owlet that you found helpful/useful?
If it was available, would you consider using Owlet after this study? Why?
Would you consider purchasing one if it was available? Why?
Have you found any particular functionalities or aspects of the design you’d
like to see from a baby monitoring device, but Owlet didn’t offer?
Based on your experience of using the Owlet, what’s your expectation for the
future of baby monitoring technology? Do you think baby wearables will
become more popular?
If Owlet is going to update their device, what are the most important things
you’d like to suggest?
You mentioned… Can you tell me more about that?
Is there anything you would like to add or something I should have asked
about to Owlet?

APPENDIX 4: VIGNETTES
Lisa
Lisa has a MSc degree and works in a communication industry in London. She was on maternity
leave and living in a three-level flat. Katie had reflux when Lisa volunteered in this study. As a
new mother, she likes reading and learning and she uses “all those parenting websites”
including US and UK sites, blogs and also searches on Google to get parenting information.
She is not an early adopter of new technologies but she cares about user experience and aspects
of design. She purchased iPhone 5S intentionally when iPhone 6 was out since she wanted
“something small”, and she has kept choosing iPhone products because they are “user friendly”
and she loves the design as “how it feels in my hand”. She described living in an Apple
household and has “probably all every single model of the iPod, and iPad, and laptop”. Lisa
has the experience of using wearable technology with her Apple Watch she used to monitor her
sports activities. She separated “activities” from “health” when she described her experience of
using a tracking App called “Map My Run” in another study, saying “but that’s activity that’s
not really health, it wasn’t measuring my vitals, it was measuring my activities.” Having a baby
changed her general use of technologies. She is not using Apple Watch currently since she
doesn’t put it on when she is at home, and she uses tablet less and reads everything on the phone
now when she is feeding her baby. It is because “iPad is slightly too big” and “there isn’t maybe
that much space” even she uses a nursing pillow, and the phone is just best for her to use with
one hand. Being a mother for Lisa means prioritizing her baby first: she is easy to forget
technology use saying “with your baby, you have to remember so many things”.
Lisa and her partner heard about video/audio baby monitor products before but decided not to
buy one. It is because they live in a small flat in London so they can hear the baby and they
think the baby monitors may make them too paranoid, especially after seeing their friends who
got the video monitor and “they just spend time rather than having dinner, they just sat at the
monitor.” Lisa said she was very skeptical about using Owlet. She concerned about putting
Owlet on her baby’s foot might make baby Katie uncomfortable, and also she worried about
getting too paranoid by using the Owlet, saying “if the device gives me some sort of message
that something is wrong, it will really freak me out and I will not know how to interpret it and
what to do. And it may overrule my common sense.” Lisa has gained confidence from parenting
experience and now she knows how to deal with Katie’s ongoing health issue of spitting up and
choking, and she was afraid the Owlet might challenge her knowledge of the baby and it might
“add extra stress”. However, Lisa was interested in using Owlet to see information of the baby
when she signed up the study. She is curious about the numbers it might give her, saying “for
instance, I would be interested in some facts like how many minutes or hours a day she cries,
or what her blood pressure is, but more just because I’m a geek, not because of her health or
anything…”. Lisa said she and her partner both “enjoy looking at data”.

At Lisa first set up the Owlet, she was impressed by its aesthetic design, saying “I really like
the finishing…so it doesn’t feel like a medical device at all”, and she was also surprised by the
sock’s soft fabric, which reduced her worry about that rough fabric might make her baby
uncomfortable. She mentioned it was her partner who normally set up new devices at home.
The baby was wearing a sleeper with feet covered and in order to try the Owlet on her baby’s
foot, Lisa had to take off her baby’s sleeper and get her baby’s leg out (see Figure 1). When the
baby coughed during the set-up, Lisa expr-

Figure 1

-essed her concern again about whether Owlet would challenge her parenting knowledge,
saying “I’m no longer freaking out, I wonder whether the Owlet would freak me out”. During
the Owlet set up, Lisa didn’t show any concerns about privacy, and she immediately put in her
home Wi-Fi password and her baby’s information into the app without doubt. She mentioned
that she didn’t like to read instructions, and she sighed several times when she had to watch the
instruction videos on the App. There was a time when the baby cried during the setup, so Lisa
had to stop setup and changed her baby’s nappy and she said “This is how life kicks in”. At the
end of out of box experience, Lisa expressed her expectation of using the Owlet throughout the
day saying “baby’s heart rate doesn’t only fall during the sleep, it can happen anytime”, but
found out the Owlet was for sleeping time use. She was also disappointed that the Owlet vitals
measurement would be interfered by baby’s kicking and moving, which she thought were also
the signs of distress or pain since her baby has reflux, and “she does move around when her
tummy is aching”.
Within two weeks of using the Owlet, Lisa enjoyed looking at the vitals of her baby at the
beginning. She found the number so easy to read, and “you don’t have to try and interpret the
graph”. Lisa and her partner played with the app and wondered whether her baby was dreaming
or went into a different stage of sleep when they saw the numbers on the app changed. Lisa also
mentioned in the exit interview that the vitals information on the App was “reassuring”, saying
“even though I knew that she was well, but it’s still nice to see confirmation”. Although the
novelty effect decreased later, the Owlet did add up her frequency of checking her baby and
also changed the way she checked: checking on the App. She said “whenever her sock was on
at night I would always check at least like once when she was first asleep and once before going
to bed if her readings are normal”. However, Lisa found no easy access to put Owlet on her
baby’s foot if her baby was asleep or her baby kicked it off during the sleep. It is because her
baby sleeps in a sleep suit and she said “these are really practical, it’s one piece, you don’t have
to put them on through the head… that’s the easiest thing and most babies just live in those
things”. Lisa also has her rule of “never wake a sleeping baby”, she was afraid she would lose
her sleep if her baby was awake and wanted to feed. However, there were several times that

Lisa forgot to put on Owlet before her baby went to sleep or baby fell asleep early and she
didn’t want to wake her baby. Therefore, Lisa put the Owlet sock on the baby changing table
to remind herself. She did remember the Owlet once when her baby fell asleep very early and
she decided to put it on when her baby woke up and did a poo at the midnight and she had to
change her. She described it as “I’m dealing with a full nappy, a baby who is wide awake and
wriggly, me who is in a zombie state, half asleep so that was a bit tricky.” The midnight
condition was challenging and she put the Owlet on the wrong foot, which caused the Owlet
base station to play an alert sound, which Lisa had not experienced previously. Lisa was feeding
her baby and she couldn’t get up immediately to stop the alert. The alert noise startled her baby
and woke up her husband. She said it was “a hell of a noise” and it irritated her. She was able
to turn off the alert by turning off the monitor and later read on the app about the alert reasons
and figured that it was a disconnection alert indicating that she placed the sock incorrectly.
However, her baby was again in a sleep suit and she said “I can’t really get to the foot, I want
to sleep and I’ll just think about it later.” The disconnection alerts went off several times in the
following days due to internet disconnection or Bluetooth disconnection. Lisa was getting really
worried saying “I wasn’t worried about her health because I know she’s a healthy baby and
we’re not really monitoring for a life-threatening condition but I was worried that the base was
going to make a noise again and it’s going to wake us up.” On the 6th day of using the Owlet,
Lisa’s partner first time used the Owlet and put it on baby’s foot by himself. It might be him
not tightening the sock enough, the base station went off at the midnight. Lisa wrote in her diary
that “I think at this point I’m inclined to ditch the sock, it’s too much hassle.” And she found
that her baby had sweaty feet on the next morning. Although Lisa doesn’t like reading
instructions, she started to read more and figured out how to manage the alert settings. She
disconnected all the disconnection alarms and only left the red alert activated which would
inform her if something went wrong with her baby, while this didn’t turn off the notifications
on the phone and the blinking light alert on the base station. Lisa was disturbed by the base
station giving disconnection blinking light when she was sleeping, so she covered the base
station with a towel. Except for being annoyed by disconnection alerts, Lisa expected that the
device should work more broadly. She read an article about keeping baby in a car seat for too
long would make the baby’s chest being a bit compressed and the oxygen flow would be
decreased. She wanted to check with the Owlet to see whether the oxygen level really drops
when she went house hunting with her baby on a car. However, the sock didn’t work because
the base station was at her home. Lisa was disappointed with it, she also assumed that the
monitor would be quite useful when mother is driving and the baby is not within her visible
range.
Lisa said the low motivation of using the Owlet came from the fact that she knew her baby was
healthy, and she wouldn’t consider buying one also because the Owlet is expensive. However,
she said she would use it if she had a baby who is ill and said “for a gadget I would say it’s a
lot of money but for a vital monitoring device for a baby that’s unwell, it’s not that much.” Then
she also considered whether the Owlet is reliable for monitoring a baby who is unwell since
there is the high risk of the baby kicking off the sock. Lisa suggested a bracelet for future baby
monitor design which would be easier to put on and less possibly fall off. The fabric of the
bracelet could be waterproof silicon in case a baby put his fist into his mouth and there would

be dribble on the wrist. She also expected Owlet would continue monitoring even the baby is
moving saying “that would be so useful… I actually really worry because she presses the bib
onto her face and she doesn’t yet understand cause and effect so I think she could be suffocating
and still holding it”. Lisa also said she would stay interested if there were more dimensions
other than just oxygen and heart rate. She would love to see Katie’s temperature on the App
saying “she’s three months old and I still haven’t figured out when she’s too hot when she’s too
cold”.

Kate
Kate is a mother of two children (the older child was two and half year old) and she works as a
digital producer. She holds a MSc degree. Her newborn baby Jenny was 1-month old and had
reflux when Kate took part in this study. Kate co-sleeps with Jenny and her husband sleeps in
a separate room because Kate learnt from her first parent experience that nighttime
breastfeeding would affect her husband’s sleep. Kate was on maternity leave and stayed at home
during the study. Her older child went to nursery everyday, which Kate felt lucky about because
she would have more time taking care of her newborn child. Kate doesn’t like trying different
new technologies, but she says she does constantly use her iPhone saying “I’m used to it”. She
cares about user experience and prefer clean and easy-to-use technology products, saying
Microsoft and Android would be “a bit more fluff around it”. Kate uses her phone a lot for
accessing social media and reading. She takes videos and pictures of her children and posts
them onto social media platforms. As for reading, she used websites like whattoexpect.com,
NHS and American Mom to explore parenting resources, but she said she used Google most of
the time. She was also interested in baby’s information such as “what size fruit is my baby this
week”. She found massive difference of using parenting resources between two children, which
she described as being related to feeling much “more relaxed” with her second child. With her
first child, she used to record “everything” about her baby on Apps, such as “how long have I
breastfed her”, “what did she puke, what time, what colour, what consistency”. She described
herself “a bit over the top”. With her second child she was more relaxed. Kate tried an audio
baby monitor for her first child, but she realized she didn’t need one because her house was
small, saying “it was just like an echo”. However, she said she would consider investing a video
monitor if she had a bigger house. Kate’s husband wears a fitness wearable device but she had
no comment on wearable devices because she didn’t wear any. Kate hadn’t heard about the
Owlet before signing up this study. As a second time mother, Kate felt “quite relaxed about not
necessarily knowing every second what my baby is doing” and expressed some scepticism
about what the Owlet would be able to provide her. She said she participated in the study to try
the Owlet “as an interest point of view rather than for functional” and mentioned that she was
wanted to learn more about mobile technologies for her job. She differentiated her case from
moms whose babies were not well, saying she would probably invest a baby monitor if her
baby was not well. She said she expected the Owlet would probably help her with checking
whether her baby was comfortable because Jenny had a reflux at that time. When she explored
the Owlet website she was a bit scared by its advertisement, saying “It’s all about that baby’s
stopping breathing…I don’t know, it’s normal for baby just stop breathing?”
At the out of box experience, Kate was happy to see the Owlet has a “nice packaging”,

describing it as “kind of quite like an Apple thing”. However, she was concerned about the
quality of the sock, and wondered whether the fabric edge would fray quickly because baby
might puke on it and she had to wash it often. She set up the device following the instruction
on the manual book and got a bit confused. She tried to understand how the Owlet worked
through pictures in the book, but found out those pictures were “not intuitive enough”. When
the base station was plugged to be charged, it played an alert sound and Kate was astonished.
She went to check the base station immediately, saying “the next thing I’ll do is to install the
App and see whether I can reduce the volume.” However, she was busy setting up the Owlet
and forgot to check out the base station sound volume until the base station rang the alert again.
Kate couldn’t find the volume setting in the App and decided to stop monitoring at the moment.
Kate was also frustrated to realize that the Owlet was not a continuous monitoring device. Kate
read the instruction in the App saying that the sock should be close by the base station. She said
she would probably not move the base station all the time but wondered “what about when we
are out and about? How’s that gonna work?” She thought the Owlet was for all day use until
she read the instruction in the App saying the Owlet was a sleep monitor. She said she expected
the Owlet as an all-the-time monitor like “monitoring my child’s vitals 24/7” because she
thought “baby can wear it” and “I’ve got an App as well”, it was very similar as other personal
constant tracking monitor.
During her two weeks of using the device, Kate ran into a number of issues. Her first night
using the Owlet, the base station went off when Kate was feeding Jenny. It was due to Bluetooth
disconnection and Kate was afraid the alarm would wake everybody up. She pressed the base
station right away but hadn’t turned off the monitor properly, so the alarm still went off after a
little while. The disconnection also happened once on the second night of using the Owlet when
Kate and her husband was changing Jenny’s nappy downstairs and the base station was upstairs.
It was a week before Kate learned how to deactivate these alarms (see below).
At this point, Kate and her husband had not yet to successfully view any vital signs monitored
by the Owlet, leading Kate’s husband to feel that Owlet didn’t make sense. However, after they
had moved to upstairs and the sock was connected to the station successfully, they got Jenny’s
first reading when she was asleep. Kate checked the App several times that night and found it
interesting to see the data fluctuated a little. But she described it as more of a curiosity or interest
rather than for the purposes of monitoring Jenny’s health as they were sleeping in the same
room and she could just see her visually. The novelty of checking the vitals wore off after one
or two nights, and the number stayed stable, therefore, Kate reduced her frequency of checking
the App. However, Kate wrote in her diary saying the Owlet did reduce the times of her putting
a finger under Jenny’s nose to check whether the baby was still breathing.
The disconnection alarm continued to go off and upset Kate several times in the following days.
This occurred a few times when Jenny was sleeping on Kate or Kate was feeding Jenny and
Kate’s body just blocked the signal. Kate attempted to read the manual but it was a number of
attempts before she learned to deactivate, which she found “a bit annoying”. Kate wrote in her
diary saying she was not sure whether the message would always say it was disconnected or if
there would be specific messages if the heart rate or oxygen level went down. Eventually after
returning to the manual book several times she understood the meaning of the different alarms
and was able to deactivate them properly. After one week of using the Owlet, Kate formed the
habit of switching off the Owlet if she was going to feed her baby or they were going to co-

sleep. Even after this extensive learning, the alarm went off once again due to a different reason:
the sock was placed incorrectly. It was half three at the midnight, Kate didn’t adjust the sock
but unplugged the base station, saying “I’m like ooh, just stop the noise!”
Kate also had some problems putting the Owlet sock on Jenny’s foot properly. Jenny slept in a
Babygro so there was no easy access to put the Owlet on her if she was asleep. The first time
of non-use was because Jenny was grumpy that day and fell asleep before nappy changed, so
Kate didn’t put the Owlet on, saying “I’m reluctant to put the sock on her in case it wakes her
and it takes a long time to relax her”. Kate found much easier to put the Owlet on when the
weather got warm and Jenny was only wearing a vest. She was also concerned about the fit of
the sock and whether it was uncomfortable for her baby. Kate said the sock’s band which goes
around Jenny’s ankle was slightly off centre and the sock might be too tight for Jenny. Although
Jenny didn’t complain about the sock and there was no red mark on Jenny’s foot, Kate still
concerned whether Jenny got uncomfortable with the sock because she noticed twice that
Jenny’s left toes curled while the right toes without the Owlet were relaxed. (see figure 2).

Figure 2

Within two weeks of experiencing the Owlet, Kate usually put the Owlet on Jenny when she
changed Jenny before she went to sleep. Putting the Owlet on was an additional part of Kate’s
parenting routine and she felt it was not easy to do this, saying “It’s just like oh God, I have to
put this on…it’s not as straightforward as just switching on a button, it’s actually putting the
sock on, switching in the App, you know, it’s like a few more steps.” Kate compared the Owlet
to other baby monitor products in the exit interview, saying “It’s not as convenient as I kind of
thought it would be. With some products you can just put the baby on” (in reference to the
angelcare mat).
Other aspects of the routine also seemed to annoy Kate. Kate saw the battery level in the App
and found that the Owlet only consumed around 25% for one night. She thought the Owlet
could go 3 or 4 nights without charging. However, she later found that the Owlet recommends
to be charged every day, which was a bit contradictory. She wrote in her diary saying “must
admit in our household we tend to unplug things when not really in use, even our landline gets
unplugged in the evening.” But charging the Owlet everyday kind of changed her household
habit.

There was a time when Kate saw an news about closing down the child heart wards on the
television (see figure 3) and it reminded her of the Owlet. She said her first child broke her leg

Figure 3

last summer and wore something similar to the wristband shown in the news. “It just reminded
me of Owlet”, she said, “that’s what it’s like in hospitals.” Kate worried about the sock’s quality
again when she was changing Jenny’s nappy and Jenny was kicking her legs. She said “oh my
gosh, if it goes in the poo, how am I going to keep it clean?” Kate did notice that after just two
nights of wear, the sock was starting to look a little frayed already.
The interest of using the Owlet wore off gradually during the study. At the early stage, if Kate
didn’t put the Owlet on her baby, she would do that when she fed her baby in the early evening.
However, if it was late in the night should would probably not bother and then she said “towards
the end I just didn’t bother at all”. Kate explained it saying “it’s too much of a hassle, especially
in the middle of the night when you have to switch it on and switch it off.” And Kate slept in
the same room as Jenny, so she preferred to use her common sense and check her baby visually
rather than depending on the technology.
At the exit interview, Kate expressed that she would not continue to use the device and would
be unwilling to buy one. She described her novelty of checking the App wore off and the two
vitals in the App was “like hygiene and documentation”. Kate said if she was to get a monitor,
she would prefer getting a video monitor rather than the Owlet because with a video monitor,
she could visually see her child and rely on her own common sense rather than “just see
statistics of my child.” . She expressed that the device could be improved if there was more
types of information shown in the App. Kate regarded baby wearable devices as one kind of
personal informatics tool, as for the Owlet, it just offered oxygen levels and hear rate and she
didn’t know what she could do with that information, saying “it’s not kind of like when you’re
doing a run and you want to compare it”. She was not sure what exact information she wanted
to see but “something to kind of like keep me engaged and wanting to check it again”. However,
she mentioned later in the exit interview saying she’d like to see baby’s temperature because
she was not sure whether baby felt comfortable sleeping in a sleep bag when the weather turned
warm.Finally, she expressed that while she did not see the need for the monitor for her personal
use, monitoring heart rate and oxygen levels would be useful for children who were not healthy
and needed to be monitored.

Lora
Lora is in her thirties and works as a teacher. She graduated from a PGCE degree. She lives in

a two-level apartment. Her baby Roy was three and half months old when Lora participated in
this study. Lora has fibromyalgia condition, which refers that the nerves in her body doesn’t
work properly and she is in pain all the time. Lora said she was a bit apprehensive of being a
mom before she got pregnant, due to her condition, and she wanted to focus on her career.
When she was pregnant, she was surprised to find her fibromyalgia symptoms disappeared
completely, saying “I never felt healthier in my life”. She loved being a mom and it was not as
bad as she expected. Lora used her phone a lot, saying “it’s like my lifeline”. She had got a
NCT group so she said she used WhatsApp “way too much”. She recently started using a diary
App because she found herself easily forget things after giving the birth, therefore she had to
take notes down. Lora used her phone more after she had the baby, mostly when she was feeding
her baby or waiting for him to sleep. “I am just holding my phone constantly”, she said. Lora
had a whole file on her phone called “baby”. She used an App to record her feeding because
Roy had some problems with feeding at the beginning. She found the App really useful because
she could show the feeding records to the doctor. Lora used a paid app called “Wonder Weeks”
to understand her baby’s growth.. She also used Apps to help her find places she could do a
nappy change and find cheap nappies for sale. Lora had no experience of using any wearable
devices but she he was using a sound monitor at home to monitor her infant. She said she would
not consider getting a video monitor, saying “otherwise I’ll constantly be looking at it”. Before
seeing the Owlet, she expected it to be another App that she kind of looked at all the time.
At the out of box experience, Lora set up the Owlet by following the instructions in the Owlet
App. She mentioned Roy was an active baby who could climb out of the moses basket. She
called her baby “Mr. Wiggler” when she tried the Owlet sock on Roy and the App was showing
“Baby is wiggling”. She tried to sing songs to calm baby, and Roy did calm down. However,
the App still could not get the readings, which disappointed Lora, “He moves like this when he
is sleeping too”, she said. Till then, she didn’t know whether the Owlet could work on Roy.
Lora said she was a light sleeper, and she had a feeling that Roy was exactly the same. She had
5 to 6 hours of good sleep and then just had very light sleep. And she found that Roy woke up
at the dot after 5 hours’ sleep. Therefore, Lora was interested to use the vital signs in the Owlet
App to pick up Roy’s sleep pattern. She said she wanted to compare Roy’s readings during the
daytime to his readings at night, saying “It should be different, when he is in deep sleep”. Lora
mentioned that once during her pregnancy, she went to the hospital after feeling her baby move
a lot and she was sent to an emergency scan. Afterwards, Lora bought a monitor which she
could put on her belly and get some readings from the baby. However, after 3 or 4 days, the
scan showed everything was fine, so she no longer used that monitor.
During her two weeks with the Owlet Lora discovered some useful patterns in her baby’s vitals
with the Owlet, but eventually stopped using the Owlet after about a week of use. She initially
had a number of issues with it. The base station was put at the nightstand at her husband’s
bedside. Her husband complained the base station was “quite bright”, and the alarm which kept
going off on the first two nights also annoyed Lora’s husband. Lora chatted with a live agent
on the Owlet website to figure out the reason of the alarm, which was that Roy was wearing
the wrong size sock. After she began using the ‘newborn’ sock on Roy, she got readings. She
kept checking Roy’s vitals even though they were normal. She described herself “quite addicted”
to the App and described it as providing a new way for her to check on Roy. Lora reported she
checked on her baby physically less and instead chose to check on him in the App. Lora said

she checked the App “every five minutes or so” in the beginning. She also observed some
patterns in Roy’s heart rate data. For example, she started to use the vitals to see when Roy
went into deep sleep. Lora observed that Roy’s heart rate went down significantly when her
baby was in deep sleep, saying “at the beginning it was about 130…when he’s in a deeper sleep,
it goes down to about 110 or even 100”. Lora also found Roy only went to deep sleep almost
two hours after he fell asleep. Lora did not find the oxygen level data useful. At the beginning,
Lora wondered whether Roy’s oxygen levels would be different because her oxygen levels were
very low when she got asthma during her pregnancy. Once she knew Roy’s oxygen levels were
fine, she “forgot about the oxygen levels”.
After resolving the initial issues, the main issue keeping Lora from using the Owlet was that
Roy was so wiggly. The sock kept falling off even she made it quite tight. She found the
‘newborn’ size sock too small because she saw that Roy had marks on his foot. She tried to use
the bigger size, but then it was too big for Roy. She was a bit frustrated about the gap between
two sizes of the sock. She also thought that Roy was not comfortable wearing the Owlet, saying
“He used to sleep from about half seven until about one or two in the morning without waking
up, and he’s been waking up every two hours, on the dot, since day five or six [wearing the
Owlet]”. It was also difficult for Lora to put the Owlet on Roy because Roy could feel her
putting it on and he would move his foot a lot. Lora said “it took ages for me to get it on him”.
As Roy became more sensitive about the Owlet, Lora decided to put the Owlet on him after
Roy went into deep sleep. But when she put it on him, he wiggled a lot. It was also difficult for
Lora to put the Owlet on after Roy fell asleep because Roy slept in a sleep bag. Lora described
it as “really inconvenient”. Also, if she woke up Roy by accident, she had to take another hour
to feed Roy and comfort him. Eventually, Lora was worried about waking Roy up so she
stopped using the Owlet. Lora explained she stopped using the Owlet by day seven or eight
because she was “so exhausted” and Roy’s sleep was “all over the place”. She had also gotten
what she wanted out of the Owlet: picking up Roy’s sleep pattern.
Lora had a number of conversations with other adults about the Owlet. On the third day of using
the Owlet, Lora forgot to take off the Owlet when she took Roy to her friend’s home. Her friend
is also a mum. She noticed the Owlet on Roy’s foot and thought it was related to a foot injury.
Lora discussed with her friend about baby monitors after explaining the use of the Owlet. She
mentioned that she had another sensor-based monitor from her sister but she didn’t use that
because it didn’t fit under the cushions of Roy’s cot. Lora and her friend both thought using a
sensor on the baby was “a step too far”. At the same time, Lora realized the Owlet was a
“sensor-thing” and she was comfortable / uncomfortable/, indicating some tensions in her
thoughts about using sensors for capturing infant activity. Lora talked positively to her sister
on the phone about the pattern’s in Roy’s sleep she was able to observe by using the Owlet.
“Oh, that confirms... [the baby is a light sleeper]”, she said to her sister. Her sister’s son also
had the same problem with sleep. They were all very light sleepers. During the two weeks,
Lora’s husband questioned about why Lora participating in this study, saying “Is it fair that
you’re taking part in this study? Because Roy doesn’t need this.” Lora said to her husband that
she remembered the first couple of night they brought Roy home, both of them took it in turns
to just watch him. “You do that, don’t you, with the first baby?” she said to her husband, “If I
had that, maybe I would have slept and not been so worried.”
When asked about how her expectations about the Owlet differed from her experiences,

she Lora said she had expected to see more vitals in the App, such as blood pressure. She also
expected that maybe Owlet could have a community of users as well, where she could kind of
talk to other parents about using the Owlet, such as why they’re using it, or what they found
out from using it. She had this idea because she found general parent forums really helpful.
Lora thought baby monitor products would get more popular amongst a certain group of parents
whose baby needs extra care. Owlet kind of changed Lora’s thinking about the parenting. She
hadn’t used any live monitoring technology before the Owlet. She said “As a parent, you’d
have a sixth sense almost. You’d know if your child was upset or you’ve done something wrong,
but actually you might not”. And she said she previously dismissed monitoring technologies
for that reason. The Owlet made her think that there was definitely room for technology in
parenting.

Sarah
Sarah is in her forties and works as a compliance officer. Her baby Lily was 4 months old when
Sarah volunteered in this study. Sarah graduated from a postgraduate degree and it was her first
time being a mother. She was on maternity leave. She described the motherhood experience as
“very different” from her previous life, saying “I had a pretty independent life till she arrived”
and “it’s very time-consuming”. She said she had things to do while she was on maternity leave,
but it was not easy for her to get the work done in a short time because she had to take care of
Lily. Sarah was not a big sleeper, usually had 6 hours sleep before Lily was born, but she got
less sleep afterwards, saying “I’m surviving on 4 now”. It was a challenge for her to cope with
a lot of things when she had less sleep. Sarah’s parents came to London and stayed with her to
help take care of the baby. When Sarah described her parenting routine, she used time points
very often, for example, she said “if she falls asleep at 9.30, then she’ll wake up like more than
1, or 10 she’ll wake up at…”. Sarah preferred to use an iPad to a phone at home and when she
was out (e.g. on the tube), saying “you can see a lot clearer”. She felt that using an iPad was
more efficient, and allowed her to type on the extra-connected keyboard. Sarah’s parents
sometimes also use Sarah’s phone. After having Lily, Sarah used social media more because
she had one hand free when she was expressing the milk for feeding Lily. It was also because
she joined NCT classes and she often chatted with other moms in NCT classes on WhatsApp,
sharing information with each other. Sarah also downloaded some Apps for the baby. She not
only learned from the Apps about baby’s growth but also got parenting support such as finding
the best price of nappies in a particular time. Sarah and her family members all had the
experience of wearing wearable devices. She used to have a Jawbone, but she no longer used
that because she was concerned the Jawbone would hit the back of Lily’s neck when she picked
her up. Sarah’s parents also stopped wearing Jawbones because of the same reason. Sarah also
had the experience of using tracking Apps on the phone. She used the S Health before, but when
she had Lily, her level of walking had dropped significantly. Therefore, she was no longer using
any tracking Apps. Sarah tried not to use too many devices near Lily, saying “I don’t want her
brain to be frazzled”. Sarah used various ways of getting resources for parenting. She browsed
websites, used Apps, and also listened to a radio program. Sarah just heard about a sleep
tracking website that could specifically set her routine for her baby’s sleep pattern. She wanted
to try the sleep tracker on Lily to set Lily’s sleep pattern. She expected the website could help

her with getting her baby sleep from 12 to 6, saying “from 12 to 6, I’ll be a happy mom. That’s
all I want, even 12 to 5 is fine!” Sarah had already been using an Angelcare video monitor for
her baby. She would turn on the monitor if Lily was sleeping upstairs so she could then monitor
her baby through the video. The monitor was along with a sensor pad which could be put under
the mat, however, the sensor pad didn’t fit into Lily’s moses basket, so Sarah only used the
video monitor. Sarah compared the Owlet to a Jawbone when she signed up the study, saying
“it’s probably very similar”. She expected to use the Owlet to learn Lily’s sleep pattern from
the vital signs provided in the App, such as the right time to put her to sleep. She explained the
motivation saying “Often visual signs come a little bit after, maybe she’s a bit too tired, so then
you trying get her sleep but she’s too tired so she won’t go sleep”. She also expected the Owlet
App could record Lily’s information so she could tell from the historical recording that “this
happen around about this time before this happen…”. Sarah found Lily “completely
inconsistent”. When there was a day Lily had more milk than usual, she said “for a little person
like that , to increase by 33 percent in 6 hours”, she was not sure if there was any consistency
of the baby. Sarah’s one concern about the Olwet was that she was worried that Lily would kick
the sock off. She described that during a feeding, Lily kicked her own socks off about 4 times.
The first time Sarah opened the Owlet box, she set up the device following the instructions in
the Owlet App. Sarah installed the App on her iPad and went through all the instruction videos
in the App. She said the instructions on the App were much easier than those in the manual.
However, the Owlet did not meet a number of her expectations. Based on watching the
marketing video for the Owlet, she expected the Owlet would be an analysis tool which could
be worn all day, which she found very attractive. However, when she saw the instruction videos
in the App, she described them as “not enticing” and began to question the Owlet’s functionality.
She thought it would be a tool to help prevent baby’s sudden death. She didn’t know the Owlet
was for sleep monitor until she had the out of box experience.
During her two weeks with the Owlet, Sarah didn’t use it for the first two nights. It was because
when Sarah put the Owlet on Lily, Lily was not ready to go to sleep, and the monitor displayed
that she was “wiggling” all the time rather than displaying vitals. Sarah also received the false
alarms from the base station several times on the first two nights so she decided to turn off the
Owlet. On the third day, Sarah got her first successful use of the Owlet though it continued to
sound alarms several times due to disconnection. This situation continued for 2 or 3 days. Sarah
described her experience saying “it beeped a couple times and we had to go upstairs to see
what’s happened”. Sarah managed to turn off the disconnection alarm in the App on the fifth
day, she could still get disconnection notification from the App but the base station would no
longer sound alarms due to disconnection. Sarah said it was a bit addictive to just see Lily’s
vital signs although the numbers were showing perfectly normal, saying “oh yeah your baby is
breathing at 98% oxygen or have a heart rate of 120 and it’s gone down to 112…” She checked
the vital signs quite often. When Lily was asleep, Sarah would check the App every hour and a
half if she was awake. She would also check it if she woke up at midnight. Sarah felt reassured
to see the vital signs, but sometimes she checked the App not because she wanted to see baby
is healthy or not but she was interested in seeing the numbers. Although Sarah described the
App “quite reassuring”, she still checked Lily by putting her hand on Lily’s face to make sure

she was still breathing. Sarah used the Angelcare video monitor and the Owlet monitor together.
She compared the Owlet to the video monitor, saying the video monitor was telling her “there’s
no noise or anything” while the Owlet told her “she’s actually alive and kicking.” Sarah’s
parents also checked Lily’s vital signs on the same iPad Sarah used. Sarah didn’t install Owlet
App on her parents’ phones because she thought her parents would be constantly looking at it
and might “at 3 o’clock in the morning run into our room saying the Owlet is not recording
anything”. She noticed her parents a bit overly obsessive, saying with their video monitor, her
parents “look at it every 45 minutes just to make sure she’s still in her cot.” Sarah’s husband
was not very enthusiastic about looking at the vitals. Sarah thought her husband was selfconscious of the possibility of becoming obsessive about the monitor.
Sarah had some issues putting on the sock. She said putting the Owlet sock on was a bit finicky
because she had to get the back strap through that little hoop to tight the sock. She found it
more difficult when Lily was constantly moving around. Lily did kick off the Owlet for several
times. Sarah said in the exit interview that she was afraid Lily could have the Owlet in her
mouth if she kicked it off, saying “she likes putting everything in her mouth so if she managed
to grab hold of it, she could put that in her mouth”. During the two weeks of use, there were a
few days when the weather got really warm. Lily didn’t have her Babygro on but only wore a
vest, so the sock just kept falling off. She also forgot to put the Owlet on for a couple of days
before baby went to sleep and then decided not to use because she didn’t want to wake up her
baby.
She also had some issues with the battery. Sarah could not find any indicator on the sock saying
whether it was fully charged or not. She felt checking the battery in the App was not
straightforward enough. She wanted to use the Owlet sock on Lily during the day but the Owlet
has to be charged.
However, Sarah continued to have positive experiences with the Owlet throughout the study.
For example, Sarah mentioned she found the Owlet particularly useful one day when Lily had
her immunizations. Lily slept a lot that day, so Sarah had the Owlet on Lily all day and checked
on the App to see whether she was ok.
At the exit interview, Sarah expressed said that she would consider getting an Owlet after the
study because she planned to have a second child. She said if Lily was in the first 4 to 12 weeks,
the Owlet would be much more useful since baby in first 12 weeks usually sleeps 18 hours a
day, and she might be more concerned whether her baby was breathing.
She also expressed that she would have liked to have the sock on Lily during the day, and for
the Owlet to provide a historical record of vitals, so that she could learn baby’s sleep pattern
(including naps) through heart rate and oxygen levels signs. Sarah was eager to know when her
baby would wake up and when would fall asleep, so she could prepare for that (e.g. express
milk to feed her baby upon wake-up). Finally, she wanted the Owlet to be designed as a full on
sock or a pair of tights so that it would not be too easy to kick off. She preferred the future baby
wearable devices to be designed as a part of baby’s clothing.

Gloria
Gloria is in her thirties and works as an occupational therapist. She graduated from a master
degree. Her baby Kelvin was three and half months old when Gloria took part in this study.
Gloria wears a sling and wears Kelvin on her body for the most time during the daytime. Kelvin
usually took naps during the daytime in a moses basket in the living room and slept in a cot in
the same room with Gloria. Gloria was diagnosed with postpartum anxiety. Her baby Kelvin
had a surgery one month before this study. Gloria said that Kelvin was connected to all the
devices in the hospital, the alarm kept going off and she was “freaking out”. Kelvin was just
6lbs and was “very scrawny”, Gloria thought it would be ideal to use Owlet to monitor him at
that time. Having a baby changed Gloria’s life style. She described her sleep routine was
changed. She also said everything was different with her partner in terms that she “never sees
him anymore”. Gloria was not a fan of technology. She would not be interested in keeping up
with the latest model, just “use it and take advantage of it”. Gloria didn’t use social media much.
Although sometimes she would share her baby’s pictures on Facebook because her family in
US would like to see, Gloria was concerned about baby’s privacy, saying “I feel like a little bit
guarded about overexposure”. Gloria preferred looking at websites rather than Apps to learn
about baby’s information. She didn’t use any particular websites but preferred to search when
something just came up. She did search a lot because she found baby was unfathomable, saying
“try to find some reasons for his crankiness”. She sometimes also looked up mindless
information just “like a way to pass the time in short snippets”. She had downloaded a baby
diary App but never used it. She expected to start some diary when using the Owlet. Gloria
knew baby monitor products exist, but didn’t hear about any of them specifically. She thought
she would be into it saying “because I’m so anxious”. Before using the Owlet, Gloria was
curious to try. She wanted to see how the Owlet made her feel, saying “if it makes me feel like
it’s a little bit too impersonal or whether it’s actually really great”. She also expected the Owlet
could somehow alleviate her anxiety and help her to relax a bit. When Gloria was as a parent
in early days, she was “terrified” about cot death and the feeling “continuously impressed upon
by all the things you should be doing”. She hoped the Owlet might be useful in some way.
At the out of box experience, Gloria tried the Owlet on Kelvin immediately when she opened
the box. She thought the Owlet didn’t bother Kelvin because he didn’t cry. The setup seemed
difficult for Gloria, she asked for help twice during the setup. She described herself “not good
at setting Apps”. After set up the App, Gloria wanted to get the reading from Kelvin. She put
the Owlet on Kelvin and the App showed “baby is wiggling”. Therefore, Gloria held Kelvin’s
leg trying to keep him from wiggling so she could get the reading. She tried twice but failed to
see Kelvin’s vital signs and then decided to try later. Gloria compared the Owlet to the medical
devices in the hospital, expecting she would not be aware of the Owlet too much, saying when
Kelvin was in hospital, “there were too many things involved”, but as for Owlet, “now he is
quite well, so it should be normal”. She thought the Owlet was kind of a “science” monitor
before she saw it, but was happy to see Owlet’s “nice package”. At the end of out of box
experience, Gloria re-expressed her belief that the Owlet could be a reassurance to her anxiety.
During her two weeks use of the Owlet, she said she found the Owlet was reassuring, saying

“it’s given me peace of mind”. Gloria used the Owlet in both daytime and nighttime. She got
Kelvin’s first reading during the daytime, saying “I’m glad that everything is normal”. Gloria
found using Owlet during the daytime a little bit “frustrating” because Kelvin wiggled a lot and
she couldn’t get the reading. She also found sometimes the base station in the bedroom would
lost connection to the sock because baby was in the living room. The ‘out of range’ alarm kept
going off and made her irritated. However, Gloria still used the Owlet when Kelvin took naps
during the day. She was trying to do exercise during the day, she didn’t want Kelvin in the same
room because “he distracted me”. Therefore, she exercised when Kelvin took naps in the
bedroom, but then “I always run in every 10 minutes and check on him”. Gloria found using
the Owlet during her exercise really helpful, because when she had the Owlet on Kelvin, she
felt “much more secured”. She didn’t run in and check on Kelvin but chose to check the App
in the midst of the exercise to see whether he was good. Gloria also found checking baby’s
vitals in the App was easier than going to the bedroom to check her baby when Kelvin was
asleep at night, saying “I couldn’t see in the dark” and she thought the Owlet “was another layer
of assurance”.
Gloria described multiple instances where she was reassured by the device. On another day,
Kelvin got really hot at one point. Gloria used the thermometer to measure his temperature but
found the readings were normal. However, she still felt Kelvin was really hot and was worried
that something was wrong with him. Gloria found the Owlet very useful at that time, she
checked the App and found Kelvin’s readings were normal, she thought the Owlet was another
way of getting readings and it was an extra reassurance. Gloria also described using the Owlet
as an indicator to see whether her baby was in pain or not. She learned it from hospital. When
Kelvin was in hospital, his heart rate kept going really high and Gloria was told that Kelvin was
probably in pain. She also noted patterns in Kelvin’s vitals related to his activities. For example,
Kelvin spent a lot of tummy time on Gloria during the day. She one day she noticed that Kelvin’s
oxygen level was “quite a bit lower” when he was on her. However, she felt less worried about
the baby during the tummy time because she could feel him breathing. When her body could
somehow block the signal between the sock and the base station. Therefore, most of the time
she turned the Owlet off when Kelvin was on her. They experienced some issues with keeping
the sock on. Kelvin was good with the sock in the first week but eventually started kicking it
off. Gloria was concerned about whether he was trying to eat the sock. During the second week,
the sock kept falling off. Gloria explained that was “just his development because he rolled
over”. Gloria also mentioned that she said she had one “terrifying incident” where the red alarm
went off in the middle of the night. She found Kelvin’s oxygen levels low, but when she checked
on Kelvin, he didn’t look distressed. So Gloria imagined it was a false alarm but “obviously
that freaked me out”. After the alarm, she was not sure whether leave the Owlet off or turn it
back on. She was worried about receiving another false alarm but saying “turning it off was
going to make me more anxious”. She did put it back on and didn’t receive any other alarms.
Gloria wondered if the Owlet’s reading range was too wide. She couldn’t really remember what
the oxygen level reading was like in the hospital but thought “80 seems really low for oxygen,
the baby’s already in real distress”. She then thought the Owlet gave her less reassurance
because she was afraid the Owlet would only give the alarm when baby was really ill.

Overall, Gloria said she found the Owlet really assuring. She wanted to see empirical evidence
like the number, saying “I want to like quantify his health”. Owlet changed Gloria’s habit of
using the technology and also changed her way of checking her baby. Gloria was not really into
technology saying “I use my phone but I’m not like glued to it”. When using the Owlet, Gloria
said the Owlet “made me check it” and she did check it “pretty much every night”. She said the
Owlet made her sleep a bit easier because when she was half awake she could check numbers
on the phone rather than go and check the baby, “I could do it from the bed”, she said. Her
partner was a bit afraid that the Owlet might make her more anxious. Gloria explained that was
because “you’re like checking something all the time and you’re like becoming obsessed”.
However, reflecting on her experience of using the Owlet, Gloria said she felt the Owlet did
help her with how she felt in herself as a mother “trying to be calm about him being well”. She
said using the Owlet kind of changed her way interact with her baby, saying “just looking at
your baby and saying oh he looks healthy or do I need extra evidence?”, the Owlet stroke a
balance between these two. However, there was some tension as she also said she still thought
there was a danger of relying upon the Owlet too much.

Helen
Helen, a mother of two children, is in her thirties and works as a procurement manager. She
graduated from a MBA degree. Her older son was three and half years old and her younger son
James was six months old when Helen took part in this study. Helen lives in a two-level house.
Helen’s husband sleeps in a different room. Her older son had some difficulties with breathing
when he was one month old. He was sent to hospital and ended up staying for 5 days. Helen’s
younger son James had a sleep pattern where he would fall asleep in the cot but would wake up
every hour wanting to be comforted. Therefore, Helen ended up co-sleeping with James during
the night. She was worried about baby’s safety when they were co-sleeping, so she signed up
this study. Helen’s older child went to nursery every day, and Helen would take James to a local
library nearby to have “rhyme time” three times a week. Helen had experience of using tracking
Apps. She had been used a nutrition tracking App called ‘My Fitness pal’ for several years. She
input what she eats on a daily basis and it would tell her how many calories that she consumed,
how much fat she had eaten, and more information about protein and carbohydrates. The App
also tracks her weight. Another tracking App Helen was using was an App for recording
breastfeeding. She used it for recording how often she fed, for how long, and also which breast
she fed for the baby before. Helen used this App because she learned that baby would get fatty
milk from back of the breast if he had long-duration feeds. Therefore, Helen tried to use the
App to feed James for shorter periods of time to ensure James got healthy milk. Helen also
browsed on the Internet, looking at some parent forums, to learn about parenting resources and
also when she had any issues arise. She said she spent more time using her phone because when
she was feeding James, both of her hands were free. However, she said she preferred to use a
laptop for viewing images or reading when she could. Having children changed Helen’s
technology use habits as she said “it’s difficult to use either of them (laptop and phone) while
my children are around. So I tend to use those at night when they are sleeping.”. Helen had
experience with using baby monitor products. She used the AngelCare mat for her older son.
The AngelCare mat could be put underneath the cot and could sense infant breathing patterns.

It would also give an alarm if it detected issues with the baby’s breathing. The AngelCare alarm
had alerted Helen the night that Helen first took her older son to the hospital and discovered
that he needed to be hospitalized for breathing issues. When she went to him after hearing the
alarm, his breathing was erratic and when she picked him up, he started vomiting. He also had
a fever that time so Helen took him to hospital right away. Helen’s older son had a kidney
infection in the hospital and stayed there for 5 days. This experience influenced Helen’s interest
in using an infant sensor/monitor product. She was very keen to use a similar product for James.
However, James refused to sleep in a cot and was co-sleeping with Helen. AngelCare couldn’t
work in this situation and therefore Helen was particularly interested in the Owlet. Helen also
used a video monitor called Dormi when she was visiting her in laws abroad. The Dormi was
installed on Helen’s phone and she thought it very portable. However, it didn’t offer any vital
signs, which she would like to see. Helen was using a BT audio monitor for James when she
took part in this study. She was using it when she was not in the same room with James to hear
whether he was awake or asleep. Before she saw the Owlet product, she wondered whether
wireless technology could affect baby’s health. She also concerned whether she could wash the
sock because James was constantly kicking and it was likely that James would put his foot into
the poo. When asked how she thought the Owlet would fit into her daily routine, she said the
Owlet would be “something like you permanently wear it I guess”.
At the out of box experience, Helen was happy to see Owlet offered different sizes of socks,
saying “so it can be used for a few months, as baby grows”. When she set up the Owlet and
heard the testing alarm, she said “Ok nice and loud, will wake me up from the sleep”. Helen
was also satisfied with Owlet’s fabric, describing it as “nice and soft” when she felt baby’s toes
while putting it on her baby. Helen was not expecting to see the base station in the box. She
thought the sock would be connected with her phone, which would sound an alarm if anything
happened to her baby. But she was satisfied with the base station as well. During the out of
box experience, Helen put James to nap. She tried to use the Owlet to get James’s first readings.
However, the alarm went off saying sock was disconnected. At that moment, the base station
was at the ground floor while baby was sleeping upstairs. Before the end of the session, Helen
managed to see James’s readings in the App, saying “Ok, that’s a bit more reassuring now”.
After two weeks use of the Owlet, Helen stated that she “I found [the Owlet] more difficult to
use than expected because of the software glitches and also with the sock falling off frequently”,
but that if these issues could be resolved, she described it would be “a very very good product”.
Helen said that over the two weeks, there was only one sucsessful night that the Owlet
worked without any false alarms issues. The most salient issue was that the Owlet kept sounding
alerts during use. At the first night, James was in his cot and the base station was about 2 metres
away. He was asleep for 30 minutes and the disconnection alarm had gone off twice. After that,
the disconnect alarm went off again half an hour later. So Helen turned off the monitoring. It
was very hot that day and James was sleeping in a vest. When James woke up at 10pm, Helen
decided to turn the monitor back on. However, James kicked the sock off at midnight and the
alarm went off again, which woke James up. This happened a number of times during two
weeks because James didn’t like wearing a sock and he was wiggling frequently which made
the sock fall off. Helen tried to put leggings on James to secure the sock when the weather was
not too hot. The App also crashed several times during the use. Helen Googled the error and
the help page from Owlet said she had to plug the sock into the monitor and then reboot the

monitor. The crash mostly happened when James was asleep, and occasionally with the sock
under his leggings. In these cases, Helen didn’t want to wake him up by taking the sock offand
she would end up turning off the monitor. was One night, when James had a fever Helen didn’t
use the Owlet because Helen was worried that Owlet going off frequently during the night
would disturb James. At the last few days of trial, Helen chose to not use the Owlet because
she was “too tired”, she wrote in her diary saying “did not want to deal with any false alarms”.
Helen didn’t tend to use the Owlet during the daytime, saying “I’m not so worried about
monitoring his vitals during the day when I’m awake because I can check on him regularly.”
However, Owlet changed her way of checking on her baby at night. It increased her frequency
of checking on James but she didn’t check on him physically but chose to look at the App.
Helen said she checked the App two or three times before she went to sleep. Helen’s husband
was not really interested in Owlet but found it useful to have baby’s vitals monitored. He didn’t
install the App. When we had exit interview with Helen, she had changed the audio monitor
from a BT one to an AngelCare one. Helen arranged her use of two monitors: She used
AngelCare audio monitor when she was not in the same room with James during the day and
before she went to bed and she used the Owlet when James had his bedtime in the cot and when
they were co-sleeping. She used the Owlet data to observe that James’s heart rate reading
went down when he was in a deep sleep, which she found useful. She also thought Owlet
compensated for the fact that the audio monitor could not picking up James’s vital signs, saying
Owlet was reassuring. She said “it’s extra reassurance for you because you get so much
criticism for co-sleeping”. Helen thought Owlet was less convenient than the AngelCare mat
which she just needed to switch on and off. With the Owlet, there were three things which she
needed to think about: switching monitor on the phone; charging the sock regularly; and
sometimes restarting the base station if there was a technical issue. Helen said she would start
to use the AngelCare mat for James after this study. If the Owlet didn’t have glitches in the
App and the sock could be designed as not easily fall off, she thought it would be “a very very
good product”. Helen said there would be significant difference if she used Owlet in winter,
because “in winter the sock’s less likely to fall off because the baby’s wearing a full Babygro
so he won’t be able to kick it off, the App I’m assuming in 6-month time they would have fixed
the glitches”.

